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Vol.V.

E. N. CARVER.
EDITOR & PROP'R.

VILLAGE & VICINITY.
The man who says a vacation
Costs far too much, in his mind,
~lust day after day hear the organ plav,
That only one tune can grind.
•
And he who thinks he can't afford
A day or two when he knows the price,
For liff! must stop in ajcwcllc:r's shop,
A-twisting a tiny vise.
For this is the sentence I'll pass on him,
Unless he soon n::pents,
To squeeze a Bland dolhu· 'till the eagle
"holler,''
Or its worth a hundred cents.

shall
JOE.

CANTON, ME., THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 1887.
the same, as the intention was good. A
few clays later I received another
from
Charles D. Howard,
Haverhill,
Mass.,
bearing the correct date.
Very m11ch
obliged, Mr. Howard.
Who say~ it doesn't
our office a
taken at Se- pay to advertise!
I stopped at the town meeting just long
length was
quite a busi- enough to get the names of the principal
prepared to offi:::ers and then left for home. Afterwards

-\Ve advise you to make it a rule to
deal with those merchants who advertise.
They sho'w by advertising that they want
to get and retain your custom, and you
will he ,ure of good treatment.
-A. \V. Ellis has left at
painting of a ten-pound trout
bago Lake in May, 1885. Its
27 inches.
Mr. Ellis is doing
ness at fish painting, and is
fill orders promptly.
New lot or' Rice, better than
lbs. for 50 cts. at Burban!<'s.

e,·er-10

-The
boys (old or young) who have
in Canton are in good demand. supplied themselve, with bait for alluring
-Can making has started up at the corn the wily crow, and hoped to claim a large
share of the bounty voted by the l\faine
factory.
Legislature,are doomed to disappointment.
-President
Cleveland was fifty years The Legislature
retracted its action and
old last Friday.
the crow is allowed to live on the merits
-One of Charles Hines' boys is quite of his behavior.
It isn't safe to crow until
sick, with slow fever.
the Legislature
has adjourned and the
-Mr. Z. E. Gilbert was at home from Governor gone home and gone to bed.
Ki1igfie!d over Sunday.
IO nice new milk pans for $1.00 at Bos-Rev. O. Roys of Farmington.
was in ton 5 ct. Store.
town 'Wednesday of last week.
-Otis Richardson has finished his hot-A daughter of Norman Beals of Liver- house and just got it fairly warmed up.
more, is quite low with lung trouble.
Ile intends to raise early vegetable and
-Mrs. M. C. White, of Dixfield, adver- flower plants for the market. and has some
Tuesday
tises high-bred poultry for sale. See card. of the seeds already sprouting.
night Otis slept in the "glass house" on a
-Dr. Warren W. Mores, formerly with cot, to keep the fire burning,
as it was a
Dr. Davis, has opened dental rooms at Jay cold night.
A lamp left monerately burnBridge.
ing exploded in the night, and was blown
into
atomf:.
Fire caught on the bench
-A person who claims to have kept a
record, says there has been 111 storms the where it sat, on the bed clothes, and the
room
was
filled
with blinding smoke, but
past year.
Otis was awakened by the explosion and
-B. D. Packard, with his wife, is visit- prevented further damage.
ing his brother, Simeon Packard, in GorBest Raisins
in market,
'·California
ham, N. H.
Royal Cluster," 15 cts. lb. at Burbank's.
-The
Temperance League held an in-The
Lewiston
Journal
speaks
of ~everal
teresting meeting at the Baptist church
improvements in the local train service of
Sunday evening.
the Grand Trunk, one of which is, we un-Gilson Mendall is very sick in Auburn,
derstand, to make the forenoon train \Vest
having had an attack of pneumonia and a from Lewiston two· hours or more later
relapse of typhoid fever.
than the present winter arrangement.
If
-Miss H. Louise Ellis returned home this is an "itnprovetnent" ""·e don't want
more of the sort. The present arfrom Beverly, Mass., Friday, and is quite any
ran 6 ement, giving an early forenoon mail
sick with a throat trouble.
north and west. has been the one thing
desired and sought by business men in Ox-Comrade
W. S. Robinson. ofl-Iartforcl,
Can"·ill deliver the Memorial address at Can- ford county for a number of years.
ton, May 30th, for Hodge Post, G. A. R. ton does not want to go back to a noon
train at I or 1.30 P. M. instead of II:15 A.
-,V. M. Hayden will return to Canton M., and we believe the same is true of Norin a few days, and reopen his photograph
way and So. Paris.
saloon.
He has a card to the publie in this
issue.
10 nice covered stew pans for $1.00 at
-"1vir. S. M. Attwood of West Minot, Boston S ct. Store.
has engaged the Roys stand for a residence
-One
of the happiest social events of
when he comes to Canton to live in the the season occurred last Th111·sda_vevening
Spring.
at the residence of Dr. A. L. Sta11woocl.
-I-Ion. C. H. Gilbert arrived home from Mr. A. P. Hutchinson
and Mr,. E. A.
Angus ta Friday night.
1-Iewent to King- Smith were united in marriage, Rev. \V.
field Saturday, to look after his lumbering
J. Twort of Lewiston officiating.
The inbusiness there.
vited guests_present were Col. A. vV• Brad-Chas.
Pomero_y has bought the Liver- t1ry of ~rtland
j:1d ~s.
Bil ·\
1
more stae-e line of v\Tarren E. \Vhittemore.
J>wasey,_ kanl\tion: • d sl\sl .izGziec 0 rl~e • 01
~
,runsw1c ; • r. an
rs.
• • .-..usse .
Frank Stevens is carrying the mails on of Canton; Mr. and Mr8. C. L. Hutchinson,
that route now.
Canton;Mrs.
F.l\'L :Vlayo,Canton.
After
-Hodge
Post, G. A. R., will hold its the ceremony a fine collation was served,
annual camp fire March 3oth. Mr. \V. s. and at IO o'clock the compan_v dispersed,
Robinson of Hartford, will be present and wish in~ th e "young couple" a long and
address ,the comrades.
happy wedded life. Many valuable pres1
-Winter
took a new lease of life and ~v~;fc~¼~.
a;'I;~~~~~tc~;i~~~n e; 1'.:e1~:1~~
came down upon us in full force Tuesday.
among which were a gold glove-buttoner
~: a~·: t~~'':',t:~ps~~~~n.;? be on the 9ther and pencil combined, and a silver pickle
clish. The TELEPIIOKE joins in the con-Mr.
II. C. Ellis has gone to Island gratulations of their many friends.
Pond, Vt .. where he has employment takHeadquarters
fo1· Sugar at H. I!. Buring ca,·eof horses.
His family will remove bark's.
Granulated 15 lbs., Ex. C. 17 lbs.,
to that place in a few months.
Ex. Yellow t9 lbs. for $1.00.
-Mr. S. \V. Howard of \Vest Peru, was
in town Friday.
He has moved to East
Dixfield, where he has hired the farm of
his brother-in-law,
F. A. Babb.
--------------Mr. II. P. Knight has returned to his
Bethel.
studies at vVaterville and has decided not
to return to Canton to preach, as was anA light rain storm _yesterday, a snow
ticipated.
Ile will, however, supply the squall this morning. and now a little sunBapti st pulpithere Sunday, Ma_rch 3 7th •
shine occ;1sionally through
the broken
-Our village residents should read care- clouds; making it, altogether, ,·ery good
fully the notice published elsewhere, for a March weather.
school meeting.
It is a matter of vital
importance, and every voter in the district
Last Thursday we attended the Ladies'
should attend the meeting Friday evening.
Aid society and "'itnessecl the election of
-\Ve have received a generous package a new board of officers. For a while we
of vegetable and flower seeds from ,v. H. were the only man present, and confess to
Eastman,
East Sumner.
The Pine Tree feeling a little confused at first in the presState seeds have taken first premiums at ence of nearly 20 ladies, and mostly stranState and County Fairs, and are gaining
gers; but soon began to think it was rathan extensive reputation.
,ve
-!\frs.' T-M. Holland advertises an auc- er a good thing by way of variety.
toin on Monday, March '.l8. at IO o'clock believe in women's rights now, as e,·er beA. M., for the sale of a large part of their lore; and would like to see them choose
personal property at the farm. at Canton
the next President, and one of their own
Point.
She expects to start for Kansas to
sex. The society voted to buy an organ
join her husband next week.
for the church, there being money enough
- Mr. Stanley Virgin of Dixfield, \\'as in
town Sunday.
lle is a brother of Capt. I. in the treasury for that p11rpose. A good
supper was furnished, together with fine
G. Virgin of this town. Mr. Virgin ;tarted by the early lr,tin l\Ionday morning.
vocal and instrumental
music.
with tw@ horses which he was taking to
The Angel of spring can hardl_y be said
Boston for W.W. Smith, of Dixfield.
to have greeted us yet, although the crows
-John Berry of Canton. while walking
the streets in Lewiston,
recently, had his arc here in full force, and to all appearwatch grabbed from his pocket by l\'lichael a nee have c<>me to stay.
Bree. John "arrested" Bree. downed him
In answer to the call for that missing
several times and demanded the watch.
Bree would not give up, and so John call- TELEPHO~R, f received one from John
ed an officer and recovered his watch.
In Keen. N. Turner, of :\larch 3d instead of
default of bail the thief was sent to jail.
Feb., being just one month late; a half
w long handled dippers for $1 .oo at Bos- month, ,ler it would have beP.n a good
first of April jok,:. Thanks, however, all
ton 5 ct. Store.
-Rents

\l1r.

:!~

OUR

NEIGH~ORS.

Subscription, $1,50 Fer Year.
$1.25 if Paid in Advance.

No.lZ.

and Fixings;"
certainly did (or had to) allow-in•the
hand of one who knows how
to use them-as
good a table to be spread
as any Christian
epicure need to sit at.
The pastor and his son Will, who expects
to stop for a time with his father, were
present.
Harry Bent, with his usual readiness for
every good word and work, is about painting and improving his store tenement for
the incoming of a new tenant.
The Ventres boys will occupy the tenement
for a
time.
Mr. Ventres spoke to a very full house
in Dist. No. 4, Wednesday evening.
The
revival interest here continues to deepen.
A school meeting was held Saturday, at Brethren Lovejoy and Abbott were also
"How good it is for brethren to
7 P. M. D. \V. Goding was chosen school present.
God is breakagent, and E. E. Holman. clerk.
Henry dwell together in unity."
May He
Chase is to board the teacher summer and ing down sectarian prejudice.
continue
to
do
so
till
all
who
love Jesus
winter terms.
shall
love
each
other
as
brethren,
and not
About 100 cords of birch is in our mill
only feel it in heart but show it in act and
yard.
G. T. Piper does the manufacturword!
vVill not each Christian do what
ing into squares.
E. M. Howard is sawing shingles and he can for this? Let not every one always
making cider. Bert Thomas
is working want "The school house on our side of the
river."
for him.
The grist mill, under the supervision of
Mrs. Simeon Oldham is able to ride out.
Manny Hall, is doing excellent work.
lie
W.B.
has in a new corn cracker.
KINGFIELD.
At school meeting on Friday, Mr. E.
The Rowe Brothers have got their birch
Gibbs was chosen agent.
Ten per ceat.
all sawed, and a nice lot it is; second to
of money raised was voted for repair of
none in quality, and much pains was taken
school house.
Terms to begin in Septemin sawing it. vV. B. Rowe was presented
ber and December.
with a costly meerschaum pipe by his emPreaching at the chapel every Sabbath
ployees Mar. 17; so now they are singat I I o'clock and Sabbath school at 12.30.
ing "McMullen is my name."
The Rowe's
w.
are well liked here as business men.

Eust Peru.

Henry Chase has a cow which was hooked by one of his cattle of late. It is feared
that she may die.
H. R. Oldham and family of Rhode Island, are visiting his parents at this place.
Ernest Oldham leaves next month for
the west, with his family.
Frank Kidder's Daniel Boone colt about
a little unpleasantness
sprung up which 9 months old, which promised to be a
caused all three of the Selectmen to de- stepper, is dead.
cline, and another board were chosen;
M. Hall has hired a man and his wift! to
hence the discrepancy.
I knew nothing
take charge of his farm. Fred Newton's
about the change until se,·eral days after. time is up April 1st.
The names of the 2nd board are: G. P.
Mrs. Albert Griffith is very ill but
Bean, A. W. Grover, C. M. Kimball.
gaining slowly.

L D.

Canton

Point.

• At the school meeting in this district,
D. M. Fester was elected moderator, A. E_.
Bradbury, clerk, and H. G. Thayer, agent.
l\'Irs. James Ilarlow of Buckfield, is visiting her uncle, C. M. Holland and family.
Mr. Cotes from Rumford has moved into the house recently vacated
by Mr.
Hutchins, near I. A. Ellis'.
Lillian and Nettie Ellis have returned
to Farmington,
to the Normal scho~l.
75 cords of birch was the amount sawed
last week at Thayer's mill.
J. M. Holland has sold his farm to J. R.
Weld.
H.

DIXFIELD.

The students of Dixfield Academy under
the management
of their teacher, A. D.
Park, will give a dramatic entertainment
at Grange Ilall on Friday evening, :March
25th. The entertainment
will consist of
the comic drama, "Our Awful Aunt," also
20 carload;; of sawed lumber was taken
the drama entitled "Adrift."
After the out of the Gilbert Bros. & Co.'s yard by
About 6 cars a clay is an aventertainment
;s through
there will be a our railroad.
The train hasn't reached the vilsupper, and a chance for all those who erage.
lage yet, but will soon.
wi;.h to trip the light fantastic toe.
Trouting
is good up here. Soon we
50 cords of wood are being hauled into
will
report the re~ults.
the village, for the canning factory use
\Veaver's camp will break up next week.
next season.
40 tons of very nice ice has
Leroy Tarr has caught 4 deer this winalso been secured for canning factory purposes.
Stockbridge and Kilgore have had ter, and brought 3 of them to the village.
Mr. DaYiclson carries mail and passenan order to haul the tin from Canton depot, (26 tons) for the canning factor_v. It gers from this village to Gilbt:rtville to
take
the train, but will he relieved soon.
is said that several men are coming here

Rumford

Falls.

The East Rumford "Aid" that has aided us into and through many a good and
profitable season, met at Bro. Otis Wyman's Tuesday evening last. About fifty
souls held sweet converse over the oysters
and fixings, swapping wit in the meantime. It seems to brace up a fellow hugely to gather with those who are congenial
and who do not care a continental whether you eat with your knife or _your fork, if
you only eat. These dear old friends we
have known' so long and so intimately are
better than wine and iron to tone up the
sometime in the spring to make this tin
Fred Luce sawed off one finger and system and aid digestion.
Mr. Editor, we
thumb in the Rowe Brothers' mill on the
are countrified and unconventional
just
into cans.
18th
st
J. P. Johnston has bought of \V. S.
in •
now. If you would see us in a state of naChase the shop ht' now occupies as postHarvey Cross is still lame from the in• ture and in our every day or two clothes
office.
jury he received by a plank striking him
you must haste and not tarry, for we feel
Th fi
f \
& H 1
h
from the saw, while sa\\'ing in the Rowe
O
e rm
E mes
ar ow,. nrness Brothers' mill. It started the lining-of his that we are destined to be tony and topmakers, have dissolved partnership.
l\'Ir.
Hurry up! 'Tis coming on. And
H. has boue-ht out the entire stock and lung.
,v. B. lofty.
so is old age.
]Olli'i,
~
Mexico.

West Sumner.
trade.
Mr. Fremont Ames will work in
That Bryant's Pond railroad to Rumford
the shop for Mr. Harlow.
"Traveling's
pretty
aint it?" is the
Emerson Ames is at work for Stanley & Falls is so going to narrow "John's" farm question now asked by eYerybody in gen\Valton at their mill, in Peru.
down or up, that he is under training
to eral.
Mr. Chas. Peck who has been on the enable him to keep th e Jerseys wi th th e
The Unh·ersalists will hold a circle this
sick list for several weeks past is improv- crops of a small acreage.
Don't bo th er week. A hulled corn supper is proposed.
ing, yet he is not able to go ot1t of doors. about that Johnny!
You shall be a railMr. I. \V. Horn and w;fe are visiting in
\Villie Abbott is at home from Boston road magnates-witch-man
or presiclentthe village now. '
on a Yisit. Willie is at wo,·k in one of the and have more need for safe than silo.
\Villie Cushman is at home on a vacaOne of the oldest ladies in Mexico, Mrs.
many departments of that widely known Eben Dorr, mother of Samuel and Scott tion; also Geo. R. Berry.
Boston firm, [ordan, Marsh & Co.
\~'e understand that Mrs. Harriet Howe
Chas. '\'heeler of So. Paris was in town Dorr, fo1· a few weeks has been dangerousreceived a telegram· from F. II owe, Lynn,
ly sick. \\'e are glad to be able to say
lo.st week.
Mass., to come there at once. l\'Irs_. F.
John F. Stanley of Paris Hill is i1~to;vn that she is better and that her recovery is Howe has been very sick nearly all winter.
pos,ible.
this week.
A. W. S.,
Her daughter, Miss Laura Howe, has been
George II. Gleason is again confined to
very poorly for some weeks.
East Sumner.
the house.
Geo. A. Chandler and \Vm. Bonney
The mills art! busy now cutting out lumFred Gleason left for Boston Monday.
hauled t-ixteen tons of flour and feed from
bcr for building and other purposes.
A
"Germ" Philbrick did not go to Riverlarge pile of birch is being worked up at side, Cal. Ile went to Boston and has re- W. Paris in five days of la;t week. (_:P.
Heald's dowel factory.
Mr. Heald expects turned.
Born.
b
A cl
t f h'
·
l k
to eat
n over mos o t is spnng oo ,_
Richards & Son have put a planer in
Dixfield-Mar.
4, to the wife of F. S.
ing· aftP.r his business there.
Chase, a son. (9!,lbs.)
their mill.
Dickvale-Mar.
15, to the wife of E. H.
Frank Foster intends to remO\·e, and
The roads are a li'ttle "off" and the Lovejoy,
a son.
thoroughly repair his residence this sea- streets of your cit_y will not be enlivened
Gilbertville-Mar.
II,tothe
wifeof\\Tm.
son.
with so many up river folks as usual, for ',Vetmore, a daughter.
Ezra Keen is preparing to build a new a while.
CYPHER.
1''.larricd.
Livermore Fall~-:\1.ar.
20,
by C. \V.
house this season.
Mr. Israel F. Garn2 lbs. Kice Strained Honey for 25 ct6. at
Fuller, .Esq., Mr. Andrew F. Johnson'of
mon will have charge of the work.
Burbank's.
Livermore and Miss Lillian M. Trask of
Eastman, our efficient postmaster
and
Peru.
Leeds.
seeclsman, is experimenting
with an acousAt Peru, :\Ionday, Lulu Pomeroy, about
Gray-Mar.
9, by Rev. E. B~an, Mr.
tic telephone with the idea of establishing
Sewell F. Harmon and ?.Iiss A:.ldie F.
4 years old, a daughter of A. A. Pomeroy,
a line to his residence at the "Cornt!r," if while sliding on the crust, slid into the Blake. both of ~ew Gloucester.
~tincy,
Mich.-Mar.
16, Mr. Herman
it works satisfactorily.
It will be a great mill stream and was carried under the ice
Cushman of Chicago, Ill., formerly of
convenience in his business.
by the current of water.
A man who wit- B11ckfielcl, Me., and Miss Bertha llowell,
Hodgdon is selling large quantities of nessed the accident hurried to her rescue, ofTraver,e
City, Mich.
Phillip,-Mar.
16, Mr. Fre111ont Scamfeed for stock to farmers around.
His and very fortunately something had stopmon
of
\Veld,
and Miss Imogene L. Butterstore is well filled with goods for country ped her within his reach so he pulled her
field, of Phillips.
trade.
out of the water and saved her life.
Died.
Mrs. Adelia (Robinson) Fuller, of CanA large and pleasant gathering
of the
Dixfield-Mar.
17, Mrs. Baldwin :\-lar!)le,
ton, was in the place visitir.g last wePk. Ladies' Circle met on Thursd:,,y, the 17th aged 89 years.
Her three boy,; are \\'idely apart just now. inst., with Mrs. E. S. Wyman.
Brooklyn, N. Y.-Feb.
~3, Mr. Nathan
It is a faM. Abb.ot, formerly of Rumford, Me., aged
~~~;~~.Fi,~~i~~ ttf Y,;·
i~· A~~~:~,~:~\~~ \~ miliar remark that when the Peru ladies about 53 years.
undertake
a
thing
they
generally
carry
it
in Kansas.
The old homestead ·is occuBuckfield-Mar.
16, MoFes Verrill, aged
Mar. 16, Mrs. James Hersey,
pied by Mr. C. E. Joy, the railroad bridge out. One would never have dreamed of 14 years.
aged 8o years.
any ·'three kinds of food" rule Prohibiinspector and builder.
SLOCUM.
-------IO 3 qt. covered pails for $1 .ooat Boston tion hanging over the bountifully spread
20 nice bordered handkerchiefs for $1.00
tables.
"~iantity
and ~1ality ;'' "Food at Boston 5 ct. Store.
5 ct. Store.
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'THE TELE pHONE' l'>EV
TA1 1u
D,
, DR
·
.lll.8.GE
• 1~~ef::
in the time~
of ~l:~i;s;
trouble;
PUBLIS.a:ED THURSDAYS, A'l'

CANTON, OXFORD co., ME.
•• N. CARVER, Editor and Proprietor.
·An authority gives the consumption o.
corn M follows:
"180,000,000
bushels
are used for ~uman food, 624,000,000 for
working
animals, 20,000,000 for seed,
100,000,000 for the production of spirits
and glucose, 65,000,000 for export, and
900,000,000 for the food of meat-produc-

ing anima.;,;,l,,;s·,,,"=======
Mr. G. R. Sims, revisiting the scenes
of his former articles on "Horrible London " finds that religion and temperance
hav~ stepped in and taken a tighter grip
of the masses. In several slums the great
bulk of the people are now pledged abstainers, and their aspect and manners
appreciably improved.

It is rep0rted that eastern capitalists
have formed a corporation in Canada for
the purpose of working ten farms, each
containing 10,000 acres, in the northwestern territories along the line of the
Canadian Pacific railway.
Only fifty years ago, says Sir Spencer
Wells, the average duration
of human
life in Great Britain was thirty years; today, according to statistics, it is fortynine years.
In this fifty years the population has increased by 8,000,000.
At
1east two out of this 8, 000, 000 of increase may be put down as the fruit of
improved
sanitary
and medical work,
and of victory over preventable sickness.
While a jeweller was chatting
to a
New York reporter
a colored lady, attired in the latest devices of fashion, purchased 11, brilliant
and planked
d9wt
$240 without a murmur.
•'Some of our
best customers are colored people,"
said
the jeweller.
'•When they have money
they wear good clothes and good jewelry. Diamond car-rings are S3t off better on a dark background,
and the
colored ladies under.stand it."
Even the patient editor will complain
once in a while.
A California editor
thus tells the story of his wrongs in his
paper; "We wrote up a whole paper of
'able articles' about San Benito countyleft nothing to write about-printed
50,~
000 copies, lost $275 on the venture,
knocked down a dirty. lying clog before we could collect what we did get,
broke our fist on the scoundrelly
cur's
teeth, got blood poisoning, had three
doctors waiting on us, and dicln't get'
(mt of bed for three months."

A.n ancient

naturalist

once

declared

his belief that monkeys were able to talk,
and the reason they did not use the gift
of speech was because they were cunning
enough to know that if they were to
talk they would be put to work.
If this
theory is sound we

may expect monkey-

dom to burst into speech at once, for a
Kentucky man-J.
B. Parkes of Kingston-hru1 trained seven large monkeys to
work in his hemp field and l.Jreak and
prepare hemp for market, and has sent
his brother to South Africa to get ten
more Simian slaves.
The Rev. Jonathau
smnteen

Crossett,

who

for

years has been a missionary

in

China, says that one section of China is
still untouched by the missionaries-the
Mongols living to the north
and west.
The Mongols go clown to Lassa in Tibet
as to a Mecca, nncl evidence can be found
among them of the teachings of the early
Christiane.
They arc th e mo st tenacious
as to their religion of any people whom
he had ever met.

-~-

TltB :BROOKLYN DIVINE'S
DAY SERMON.
Subject:

"The

SUN•

SwellingofJordan."

ili~~~tih~
~:a~\h~~~oi~-~~ ~1t~~~~~'.
bled, though the :;1oun~in shake with tlie
~welling thereof. Selah. '
But my text suggests ~omethlng in advance

SA~~~t~.:i~ta:tgtt.~jving
green,
:But there is one step still in advance sug-

itittra~n:fio1.v~::reso~<lou;Y~e1!'.1:t~l/~~~
it must break down; however good our title

~t:~
fi'.~otfn~p~~tt~i\n irfe~~~d r~1~~01~:
ant in the last hom-s of life, how much more

1

0

f!\l1~~:

smooth, what will we do without Christ amid
the overpouring misfortunes a.'1ddisasters of
life that may come upon us? If troubles,
slow as footmen, surpass us, what will we do
when they take the feet of horses? And if
now in 01•.r lifetime we are beaten back and
submerged of sorrows because we have not
the religion of Jesus to comfort 1ts, what will
we do when we stand in death, and we feel
all around about us "the swelling of J ordan1"
The fact that you have come here,my brother,
my sister, shows that you have some

i~:~1~

tac\

~:~ii-

~,~yg
fJ

!!~nut;!~tiiigs~~~

A note of warning-People

;~e~,:~i:liihe~
1
~h':°n
"~::rs ir~~\11: wr"::t~e~~~s1\~;~
white and foamy, under the swooping of eternal storms, and th e billows become more
ilie~tltou~,:~1d ~r:e\:i1wn:tfh_i. i:d:n~ft will
If I could come into your heart this morn•
I
uld
th t
any of you my dear
f~~~d:had ~wedato be the Lord's'. I know
not what sickness it was, or what trial; but I
1t:r;!e~~~et~~:
~ 0n~;t 1:,a;~~ 1lhb~ot~
Lord's. It might have at the time when your
0
~\\d
sI~i Ych~l;a:~t
r~
eio~

ri:

steal

''What
will th e present year bring
forth¥" asks an exchange.
Bring Forth
of July, of course.
The elephant is never troubled with
baggage when he is travelling; his trunk

~~~fl.
\

\![

!ii~t1~ ~~ie :~~n~ii~,:je.r~~1~;1~~~~
its wrath, tbe first dash of its wave will
swamp them for ever. We feel how sad it is
for a man to attempt this life without religion. We see what a doleful thing it is
for a man to go down into the misfortunes of life without Christian solace; but
if that be so, how much more terrible when
that man comes face to faca with the solemnities of the la.st hour! Oh, if in the bright sunshine of health and prosperity a man felt the
need of something better, how will he feel
when the shadows of tbe last hour gather
aLove his pillow? If, in the warmth of

who

watches are apt to wind up in jail.
If minorities could elect, a good many
men would be in office most of the time.

b~

is always

''on a head."

cbnhsn·m.'steissantr."oubOlre,itw~eigllh:ohuavheavbece
nsai1!'d·.SO;!lo "What shall we wear on our headsf"
u
,
asks a dress reformer.
How would hats
0
tfe~Cl1~!ll!~,;
8-)~~ke;?YE~ii;::~[
answer for that purposel

f'°~1l

g~;!d[~\

~{;t/o~u~
wH\~to~ J;~ihft1~;g
ago it had been announced that the world
was coming to an end, and there_ was great
excitement in London. It was sa1~ tha~ the
world would perish on a certam Friday.
On Tuesday, Wednesday, . Thursday and
Friday the people were m the cathe•lral, praying and weeping. It seemed as
If the whole En~lish nation was king converted to God, for it was announced as certain
YY~u t~t~~~ ~t
a G~~
c~·~s;;1;n;~ l:1 :a:enso~:ti~ts
ctm by philosophers that on that coming Friday
There is not an Atheist in all this house. I creeps over him'/ lf, while things were com- the world would perish. Friday came, and
?-Onot believe there ever was a real Ath':'~t
paratively miooth he was disquieted, what there were no portents, no fires in the air, no
6
mall the worl_d. Napoleon was on a shrp·s will he do in the agonies et. dissolution! "If, ~~~qifh~~da~,h=n~a~6:S
i1 ~~~g p~~t
deck bo~md for Egypt. It was a br~ght in the land of peace in which he trusted, they
~tarry rught, and as he paced the deck, thinkwearied him, what will he do amid the swel- the night came, it'is said that in London there
was
a scene of riot, aml wassail, and
mg of the great affaus of the State and ?f ,. Qf Jornan!"
the battle 1 he heard two men on tl?,edeck m ~h, ·1 re~ce to Jmow that so many of God's
~~;b~:s~i~~e~~b111~~1lrg~rte~
v~!.~
conversation about God; one ~aymg there
children have gone through that pass without
was a God and the other saymg :here was a shudder I Some one said to a dying Chri~mu';T; hi:;in
none: ~apoleon stopped and looked up at tian: "Isn't it hard for y.ou to get out of this naturegf~o;es~lu~~o~epeo,h~;
in
that!
'vVhUe
trials
and
misfortunes
the stairy_ heaven~, a_nd then he ~'Iled to world!" "Oh, no," he says, "it is easy dying
these men m.conve1sat~on, and said: Gentle- it is bl~ssed dying, it is glorious dying;" and come to us, and we are down deep in dark, men: .I heru c! one of yo~ say there was no then he pointed to a clock on the wall, and he P.ossLo~t, 0~~t:ndl
T=~~~r
QQcl, if the1-e1s no G~/, will yo_iiplease to tell
said: "The last two hours in which I have been
We are as
me who made all that •. Ay, it_you h:1d n~t dying, I have had more joy than all the years ness passes, the peril goes away.
been persuad_ed of it befoi_e,. you ai e of my liw." A general came mto the hospital we were before, or wo1·se; for oh, how often I
111
1
persu~ded of it_now;, for the shmm? hettvens after the battle.and there were many serious!¥
1r~~;~tl~~'lc\~f1f,'~iJ ~~~
de_cla,e the gl~1y of Go_dan~ the ea1 th_ shows wounded, and there was one man dying, and ~;;: ~00
His ~andiwor_k. But} ou _l>vhevem~ie. than
the general said: '·Ah, my dear fellow, you '!;O back farther from Gol than they ever
tha_t, you beheve that ther a.':~ a Jesus~ :you seem very much wounded. I am afrai~ you <Verebefore, dropping from the very mount
their privilege into darknes; forever! Oh,
believethatthere_was
3:C1oas,_ Y?U bvheve are not going to get well." "No," said the of
that:youhaveannnmo1talsoul,
}OubeJ!eve
soldier: "Iamnotgoinoto get well but I how ungrateful we have been! Do you know
-.;~atit must be rege_:1e;ated b_y the spmt of feel very happy!" Oh, I have seen th~m, and how much God has done fo,- you and for me?
God., or you can nevei dwell i~ bhss eternal.
so have you, go out of this life without a tear Have you never felt it? H<)W much He did
I think~ faV~atmany of you will say that yon on their cheek! There was weeping: all round for yon to day! Who spread the table
believe it !S unportant to _have the rehg10n of the room, but no weeping in the bed; the for you! Who watched you la.st night?
Jesus Chri st every ~1::Y
of ~nr life, to smoo th cheeks were dry. They were not thrown down Who has been kind and goo::!to you all your
om: tern~~ and punfy om mmds, and hold into dai·lmess, they
were lifted
up.
us llUJ?eiturbable amid all th e annoyance and We saw the tides rising around them. 1:f!t}1~~[!t~h :~~,~f~~tegia~~:~;etob~J
vexat10ns of .life. ~ou and I hav~ _s~en so and
the swelling
of the wave.
It th.is whole audience to repentance. I know
many men trnmploo._ cl_own by mtsfo1 tunes washed them off from the cares and toils of not your individual history. Some of you I
because th ~! h:3-dn9, fai th m Je:'11;5•
a nd you life; it washed them on toward the beach of ~~ve~g~:; bb~irr, :~~~ f~a[ 0a-;1
say to yom,elf.
~f th?Y. weie so easily heaven. They waved to us a farewell kiss as
?vercome by the tna:s of. l~f~, what will they stood on deck, and floated clown further
goo:! to you. •Vhat return have you rnacld
0
it be when ~eate,
_misfoitunE:s. co~e aud further, wafted by gales from heaven, \~t~e
:itrf!p~!~;e~~~s~l~~
upon them--;-hef,;t-breakmg
calanuti6's, tie- tmtil they were lost to our sight-mortality
there was_a \ittle cbild who stood on the side
:e~:n~!rf~1sef!;hen ~~I-1m:in~:~,n~l~
having become immortality:
of the tatl'rail, leanmg over and watchmg the
water. when she lost her balance and dropped
~i::s~~e ~~~~~7~vfXl~lfl:~~;n~if
0::1 "Lifr:'~~rlro~~~
t1:j~~e ~~11~lalles;
0
What a sac! thing it is to see men all un·while heaven and earth combme to say,
t~o;~1~::e~ieThe"M1-~~e
;:rii1r
helped of God, going out t-0 fight giants of
How blest the righteous when he dies!"
my child!" There seemed none disposed to
trouble; no closet of prayer in which to re·what- high consolation t0 you that your de- leap into the water. There was a Newfound0
0
land dog on deck. He looked up in his mas~;~~ck of1'~~t;,;e
s~l!ef~~~sotf~
f!ii~igf~~e'.}~id:~r;e -ri! 1~,?~11~~e~'.~ j~~~
0
~•T!-~/ ;v~:g;;_;d,
.~~
blast. Oh, when the swift coursers of trouble as thorougbly alive on the west3rn banks or t'i~'s
The dog sprang into the water, caught
~~:,g~d ~h~ ~~t~!it!gt~-~!!~~~gth~~
t~~ti~~a~ej;,~JI/~l:~
i:~a~·~dc~f!
t~~k c~ilfhe bitea:!r. g~~e~d
0
1
;'ttfh!~st
~~a~t i;:\~esR~~~
up by loving hands, the dog was lifted on

~~Ii.

Our senses run in deepening grooves,
Thrown out of which they lose their
And consciousness with effort moves
From habit past to present fact.

~~:S~i

i::

f~!t
g:tr1~~g ~~h:O~t
i1ies~iftJo~~tf.;
sus Christ, when things are comparatively

In town I hear, scarce wakened yet,
My neighbor's clock behind the wall
Record the day·s increasing debt,
And Cuckoo! Cuckoo! faintly cam

important it will be in the great eternity I So, in the country waked to-day,
need not stand here and argue it. There is
I hear, unwitting of the change,
something within your soui that says now,
while I speak: "I am immortal; the sta1-s A cuckoo's throb far away
shall die, Lut I am immortal." You fesl
Begin to striko, nor think it strange.
that your existence on earth is only
* * *
a small piece of your being. It is only
a mile up
to
the
grave,
but
1t I count to learn how hte it is,
is ten thousand miles beyond. This slab of
Until,
arrived
at
thirty-four,
the tomb is only the milestone on which we
I question, "What strange world is this
read 'of infinite di5tance yet to be traveled.
Whose lavish hours would make me poor.1"
The world itself will grow old and die. 'l'he
stars of our night will bm'Il down in their
* * *
sockets and expire. The sun, like a spark
I
have
it! Grant, ye kindly Powers,
struck from an anvil, will flash and go out.
The winds will utter their last whisper, and
I from this spot may never stir,
ocean heave its last groan; but you If only these uncounted hours
and I will live for ever!
Gigantic
May pa~s, and seem too short, with Her.
-immortal.
Mighty to suffer or enjoy.
But who She is, her form and face,
:ig\%
~~~veTh~n~te~h!ig~1u
~eso~
These to the world of dream belong;
u~ the store, the shop, the office, the applause
of the world, the scorn of our en~mies, the She moves through fancy's visioned face,
things that lifted 1ts up, and the ·things that
Unbodied liko the cuckoo's song.
0
0
-[James Russell Lowell in Atlantic.
~~
h~~~ ~~r 1~1m'i~~fiatr;!
Voltrure are all the nations that applauded
RUJIIORUUS.
him/ What to Paul, now, the dungeons that
0
1
~~~ ii~m!tf ~at ~~~~~me~ ht:1tim1\ll th~;;
who through the grace of Christ reach
The
dairymen
generally
have the
that
land, will never
be disturbed.
cream of things ..
0
rc~neev~d:;t~!~eirBt:;:
;
~t~~er~ro
The chiropodist is proud to stand at
1
have made no preparation for the future!
the foot of his profession.

TEXT: "If thou hast run with the footmen,
~~~i-e~d!>t~~~•~.,:1~dh:_1;~\;;;~embi~~
and they have wearied thee, then how canst runo-us away from all these places. We will
thou contend with horses? and if in the land ha v~ to start on a pilgrimage from which we
of peace, wherein thoutrttstedst, they wearied can never come back. We will have seen for
thee, then how wilt tho1i do in the swelling of the last time the evening: star. aud watched
JordanP"-Jeremiah
xii., 5.
-oueU&.Sll ~uuuner cwua, ana relt tlle breatb ol.
Not in a petulant, but in kindly terms l r~:escf~~;, ~~ ~· s\~:t~h~/~~- toHhil~ ~
:~~na.°~~l~us~h~}
b.o:1°~frotr~af=
~~n: back, but they cannot-go we must. About
~retended sermon that is going the rounds of ~t°!~;~~~s~ni~~~d~u:em~:e~7!r·
m~~
0
a::~~~
fnf~f~~ ~a;ls.nn::ctfl~nt~~:
quitting.
Oh, when the great tides of
Numbers, Ch. 32, v. 23: "But if ye will not eternity arise about us, and fill the soul
do so, behold, ye have sinned against the and surround it, and s~eep it out ~ward
Lord, and be sure your sin will find you out." rapture ~r woe, ah, that will be ~he swelilng of
Not one sentence of that pretended sermon J ord~1 ! I know people somet1mns ta!~ very
did I preach
If this were the only offense merrll! about the_departure from tlu~ life. J
of the kind I would not speak of it.
Such a , am soiry to hear it. But men do make fun of
fraud is not 011ly a wrong to me but to the \he passage from one world to another. Byro,.
0
~c~~U'~~sere~~.\df ~ata~~;hs~a t~~:efe:'!ihi~~~~~
itM~~; :~ei:Jl~1a:,n~
and done; and is a gross wrong to the two scoffed at the idea of fenrmg a fu~re world,
st
1
It~:~pr~~-t!~d\f~~
:;~rs:;re~
ri~t~1~J.~~ili i~~~/.a I h~~' ~~
pense to themselves.
The only fault I have Westminster Abbey, an ep1t,aph which a poet
to find with the newspaper press of this coun- wered to be put upon his tomb:
try is that they treat me too well. But I
" Life is a jest,
cannot be made responsible for entire serAnd all things show it.
mons, not one word of which did I preach!
I thought so once,
But 'low I turn from personal explanation to
But now I know it."
the mor~ important subje?t of the text.
.
y thought how inapt that, in a phce of sepJ ere1111ahhad become_ unpatient with his nlchre men should try their witticisms. A
troubl<?;s. God says_to hrm: "If you cannot
great German haviuo- rejected Christ, in his
stand tnese_small trials and persecutions, what
fast moment said: "Give ma light, give me
are you gom~ to do when the greater trials
lio-htl'' Oh we may be smart with our wittit,md J)ersecutwns ?ome? If you have been ci'sm 'about 'the last hour; but when it comes,
~~~~~~:a~h~ithc,~~;~e~ ~~~ret\'iiat h;;~ and the tides n:re rising, and_ the sur{ is beatwill outrun horses?" 4.nd then the figure is ~:~•
:~:t;;~~ fi':J ii;trn~:re
~~ itc~
1~~df~d;ve:ifc:1w~~ftba~k!P~~rtt~~it~~:
"th~ swelling of Jordan!" Our natural .c?uraga
rush violently on sweeping everythino-before
won't hold out then. However familiar. we
them. And God'says to the proph~t: "If
inay have been with scenes of ~ortality,
you are overcome with smaller trials and however much we may have sc1_ewed our
vexations which have assaulted you what
courage up, we want something more
will will you do when the trials and ~noythan natural resources. ·when the northance and persecutions of life come in a east wind blows of!' from
the sea
freshet?" "If in the land of peace wherein
of clp,ath, it will put out all earthly lighta
thou trustedst, they wearied thee, then how The lamp of the Gospel, God-lighted, is the
wilt thou do in the swelling of Jordan?"
011lylamp that can stand in that blast. 'l'he
I prilose, if God will help me, in a very
weakest arm holding that shall not be con-

f;;b~!ut~I~
:f~f~

Faney or Fact.

"On Jordan's stormy banks I stand,
And cast a wistful eye
To Canaan's fair and hap-py land,
Where my pusses.sions lie.
O, the transporting, rapturous scene
That rises on my sight!

~rr;g~r~~ftel~
therefore
will not we
fear though tb'.eearth be removed_, though the

1

'fhe man with the most retiring disp~
sition has been discovered
in Illinois.
His name is Joseph Gotobed.
"A barking dog never bites," says an
old adage.
Of course not.
How can a
dog bark and bite at the same time.

;~!t

Old Bachelor
Patient-"Doctor,
I
feel miserable in mind and body.
What
shall I take?"
Doctor (grufil.y)-"Tako

~!d a wife."

An Illinois man owns a mule with :five
th
!:!:ces~:r~h;:ef::d
~: a:i:~n~
~~it;~

~~:rr

foot pole.
There is just one thing that will make
time slide away faster than a toboggan,
and that is a tllree month~' promissory
note signed by yourself.

:ul•:fovio!~·

j~

:?t:~

The "killing" bonnet is now $upposed
to mean the bonnet that causes the man
seated just behind it to ~'!ist his neck
off in trying to sec arou11cl it.
A new fish called the "butter
.fish"
has 'been cliscoverell, and it will not be
very long before some one will come
along and invent an oleomargarine fish.
A machine bas been invented
which
sew on buttons as fast as seven girls
could do the work.
Thus pcrisheth an-

t~/i::,~will

:::v!/~::I:,';;"

¥t~

fu1!~~h
t

'~8;

I

sf~

siJ':t•

other inducement t,) commit matrimony.
For some kinds of disaster there is no

safety in riches.
The colic takes as
tight a grip upon the baby of the rich
man as it does upon that of the poor
man.

cJ~h
Her father has a small, round bare
spot on the top of his head, and kissing
%!
:!.~:C~ him at bed-time his little girl remarked;
fie'{th:~t.Jt!
~~~~ ~~~~n~t'~~h~i~~~t ~~~~~kt~~:
"Stoop clown, papsy clear. I want to
d~g~~J.:::r;
kiss the JJlacc where the lining shows."
~~~yitf/t~%g~:,~~h
ili~fg~~J:e~,
~t~ fi~; ~ J~uf~\\~J!!t~~d
hk:;~~~e~f!i;~~; • r:~;it!':~1i~1:~Y!~~;·~·ih~:
A young man thrusts his head out of
ww~'11::~ hill ;~~1cfit:,~pt,;;_\\~:.orW;
f~jrb~)t~~i~;;y,~~1\~~~fJddisvqe~ie\~e~il sl~1t arms around its neck and kissed it; but the
0

have been surprised afterward that so smal;
an inducement could have decoyed us from

clear tlus side, an eternally-fl.owing, impassable obstacle between them and all human and

t~ i~~~~~itca~t~-~fi:t
:iurim~jioif
~h~~i~s.i°'c~Jecl~r ~~:¾e 1 ';_~!t P;~n~! ~
~~J!~~d ;\,a~\,e;~°a~cta~~eaoRt!i~::t1est
men in all God's kingdom? Now we are
honest; but suppose we were placed in somA
0
'.;t~i:11o~~J~\~!k1i!~dh~;H

~!~~i~ti~~~r~tu~~~6!~r,e~;i
t~e\;r!!~~~~T
\~ntl}~i~~:Ei~~~a!r~!that our departed Christ-

1;

I::!~.
!~~~

Their deity is called
th
Borh~n, or. ''light,"
al1U. cir beliefcombine to capture the soul! Wlthout Jesus
Lamaism-is
founded upon tenets
held , wewonldgodown ~nderi_t. Ifah-~ad.y we have
by all Christiang.
They observe one day ~itld t:~st!iced~~~~~~!n~o!~~s
in every seven, and although
they worthe ho.1-ses. Ah, I don't like to hear a man
ship idols, they have ten commandment!,
say: :·1 could not conumt such a sm as th at.
.
.
.
I cant understand how a man c@tlld be carand their system of morals 1s very high.
ried away lik~ that." You don't know what
yoc could do if the grace of God left you. You
!mow what ~ohn Bunyan said when he saw a
One of the strangest secrets which
man stagge:m~. along_the street, ~hor~;i~hly
death has ever disclosed ha3 just been embrut~d m ms habits. . H., :"1'1d. fner~
goesJonnBunyan,butfortheg:iaooofGod._
founcl to be true of a miser physician
can say when ~ see one utterly fallen.
fhere ~oes DeWitt Talmage, but for the
who ended his existence in New York
of Go~!" _If_ we have been dehvered.
city.
Hundrds
of empty bottles and r.,ace
om tempta~10n it is_because the strong arm
of the Lo1cl Almighty has been about
packages found
in his room showed
us, and not because we were any better than
that for many months he hau lived on they. It 1s a great f?IIY to borrow trouble.
lf_we can meet the mistorttmes of t,?•clay, we
the variom nutritious
articles
widely
will bs able to meet the .t:oubles O, to-moradvertised in the medical journals. This
0
JeJll~n sgrre~~,s~ :e l~r~h~~~~~h~o~~~;- iJ~
had cost him nothing, for he hall taken
small sorrows does not our common sense
advantage of tlie sharp rivairy in wares teach us th9.t we cannot stand up against
ones1 If we cannot carry a pound, can
of this kind r.nd had written to the pro- great
we carry a thousand pounds? If we are discomprietors
for samples, implying
that he fited coming into battle with one regiment, a
brio-ade will cut tts to pieces. If we are unfit
might require a large quantity if the tri::d to "'cope with one small trial, won't we be
1 111
1
0
proved successful.
llis name• appeared
~: ;: ~11~6 f~;e:;e;,.g~~lhe ;d:e i~ :~~~
in the list of common
practitioners,
his fearful against us 'when we contend with
hoi-ses?
r
thailk
God
that
some
of
His
dear
requests were freely granted and he ouchildren have been delivered How was it
tainell all sorts of cereal foods, wines, malt that Paul could sa . "Sorrowful yet always
rejoiciuo-• poor yefmakin" many rich; havpreparations,
koumiss and tonks.
His ino-notltiiioy~t possessinu-"all thingsf' And
peculiar die~ may have lolled
him, for Df vid the"'psalmist soars"up into the rock ot'
IJod's strength -and becomes thoroughly comhe die_d of a gastric disease.

b;

!.,

~h:

~~~r~~~\~fdd~~~ !.s t~~~;te1:~~1a~~~,~::i~
plished nothing. Shall a mother be grateful to
a dog that saves· her child, and bu 1mgrateful to the Son of Goel who, from the heights
of heaven, pltmged into the depths of darkness, and suffering, and woe that he might lift
us up out of om· sin and plaC'e us on the rock
of ages? Oh, the height, the depth, the length,
the infinity, the horror of ou1· ingratitude!
Don't you treat Jesus like that any more.
Don't you thrust Him back from your soul.
He has been the best friend you ever had. You
will want Him after awhile. When the
world is going away from your grasp, and all
0
0
~tlifi~Js tt~at~~~ts
~~~1r~1-~~at~t
can do you no good, and you feel your feet
slippin>sfrom beneath you-oh, then you will

1

J~rp~

ce;ra~ri ';;l';c1:er~· ~:~-s ~OC::kso
wh~~h
heard from their friends who were on board
the City of Brussi;ls/ It was thought that

&?;::

~~~! ~~
0~et~fst~f~ ~ea':~! \~1tt~!
~=~~ttt:drt:{t~
~~~I.raft11t~ve[tfe1°1•
in New Yorl, that th~ir friends b.ii fot
sa.fe!Y. :cross! And is . it not right this
0
1
0
;~ ~:u~'e~~ti~
fri~~~~~~a~ad'
~n t~t!
shore of heavon1 ·would you have them back
ao-ain' ·would you have those old parents
b~ck ~gain/ Yott know how hard it was sometimes for them to get their breath in the stiiied
atmosphere of the strmmer· would you have
them back in our earthly sdmme1-s, or chilled
of our winters/ 'vVonldyou have your children
back again/
Would you have them
take the risk
of temptations
which
throng every human pathway?
,vonlcl
you have them cross the Jordar1 three
times. In addition to having crossed it
already, cross it again to greet you now, and
then cros:s back afterward/ For certainly you
wonld not want to keep them forever out or
heaven. If they had lived forty or fifty years
lon••er woui<l tlwy have boon safe/ Pertia1Js
s,o,,1ie/1mps not.
•
'l auss aud weep, not for the treed from
paw,
.
But th ,it th e stgh. of love would pull !.l!ern
back agrua. '.'
I ask a q ,1e.st1uu
and there seems to come,
1
back the an;wer m heavenly echo: "vVhat!
will you,)1ever he sick again/" "Never-iek
;~~~~- ··N;~!~'::t;:t.~~i1!~~v.~w}:tf';1?i
you never weep a;p1.i11/" "Never--weep
-again."
_"vVl1at_!
will you never die aw1i11?"
"Neve1·--0.1e-agam." Oh, ye army ot departed kind1·ed, we hail you from b::mk to
ba.nlt! Wait for us when the Jordan of deatb
shall part fo1· us. Co1;1edown and m_eet us
halfway between the willowed banks of 0artl7
nnd the palm groves of heaven.

tt!

~1J

je8;1t!,~t~;~,~do~~l;1~i~1s~s~t;hs\~~:?r~\~e~~
~~~d!~~' hold you up "amid the swelling of
BLOWN TO ATOMS.
of
:ten·Ulc

Fxploslon
o~ 000
1'ilti·o-Glycerine.

Pounds

s x bun<.lred pounds of n:tro-glycerine
;xploded at the Ditmar Dynamite Works at
Bay Chester, Westchester Co., N. Y., and one
man was blown to atoms, while the frame
building contaioing the explosive substance
was smasbed to splinters. The explo,ion
tore a hole in the earth fifteen feet deep and
130 foet in circumference, while mass?s of
~ir~t~;it1~~:.nd splinters were sent flying in
The concU3sion which fo;lowed shook the
\-own of Bay Chester, was felt in Fordham,
Mo .nt Vernon, Port Chester, Morris~nia,
1N~~!
~~~v ~~1!~: :~fn~~i~~~i; iNt; 0
Haven and Hartford raih·oad, while reports
from several Long Island towns 011the 11ortb
,ilore s1y tbe shock 'l"as perceptible there,
and was mistaken for a 1ecunenc_e of the
earthquake of last "·~ek. Supermtendent
Kr_ue_g~rwas ~l11·ow11
tc tbe ground !mt was
unmJured. . l be exp!, •110.1 k!]_ted. a man
named Altrnger, a:,d shsttterod his bo:ly
mto a thousmd unrecog111z1ble fragmeuts.

I

1

y~~-t

the window of a c:ib nnd cries to the
drh·er:
",Vhy don't you go faster!
I
am going to L>c married
this morning,
ancl at this rate I will arrive to late for
the wedding."
Driver (sympathetically):
"Well, what of it? I am giving yo11
plenty of time to reflect."
Now why shonld England ever wish
The woe which war entails! .
And snnrl with us o'er little flshSbe has the Prince of Whales.

No Light Used,
A farmer in England, returning home
rather late one night, discovered a young
man with a lantern unuer his kitchen
window, who, when asked his business
there, said he had only come a-court.
ing.
•'Come a what?'' asked the farmer.
l'se
"A-courting,
sir.
courting
Mary."
"But- wlrnt do you want with a lantern?" asked the farmer; "I never used
one when I was a young man."
"No, sir was the young man's reply,
"I don't think
ye did, judging
by th@
looks of the missis. ''

Sold.
"It rains very hard thfo evening."
''It does, indeed."
"I'm afraid we shall have to do as they
do in Spain."
,"And what do they do in Spainf"
''They let it rain. -[Fre11ch Fqµ.

NEW YORKPOLICE.
How
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and Night.
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The NU:mber of Policemen.:_Their Nation•
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New Yorkers religiously believe that
they have the best police system and the
:finest police force in existence. As represen tc:cl by the Board of AldermenA1,Jg11st11, 1886-they
h0ld that "the
Police Department has reached a standard of efficiency hitherto unattained,
and superior to that of any force in the
world,"
This opinion, expressed after
the funeral of ex-President Grant, may
-only be that of a majority; but, never•
theless, exceptions prove the rule.
What is the number of the metropolitan police force? what are its duties?
how is it organized 1 and in what manner are its duties performed f are ques•
tions whose answers
determine
the
soundness or unsoundness of the popular
faith.
The number of the police force, of all
ranks and grades, on the last day of A..
D. 1885, was 2933, including 35 proba
tioners. The legislature of the State of
New York on }fay 12, 1880, unanimously auth0rized the addition of 500, in
~eference to the general conviction ~that
it was numerically too small to:cope with
the pornible emergencies of the times.
The city o·f New York, estimating its
population at 1,050,000, then had, exclusive of the Central Park force one
police officer to every 562 of the i~habitants. This, in view of the heterogeneous character of the people, and the
peculiar relation of the city to the continent, was really an insufficient supply.
In 188,3 Philadelphia had one policeman
to every 636 of its citizens· Baltimore
one to 525; Boston, one ~o 487; th~
:metropolitan
district
of
London
one to 342, and the ancient city of Lon~
don, one to every 100.
Th~ Police Department of New York,
estabhshecl and organized under the law
of 1870, consists of the Board of Police
-which is composed of four commisSJoncrs, appointed by the Mayor-of the
;police force, and of officials appointed
by the commissioners.
The bulk of the police force, corresponding to the privates or enlisted men
of the regular army, consisted on the 1st
of January, 188(1,of the 2396 patrol1I1en.
On the 15tll of Jlne, accordin"' to the
return of Deputy Chief Clerk Delametcr,
the native nationality of the 2030 men
ef all ranks and gracles then constitutin"
the police force were as follows: United
States, 1745; Irclan<l, 974; Germany,
130; Austria. 4; Italy, 5; Switzerland,
1; Canada, 13; England, 30; Finland,
1; Scotland, 14; France, 6; Bavarb, 1;
Nova Scotb, 2; D~nrnark, 1; Sweeden,
2; West Indies, 1. 'l'hus the United States
have contributed 50.40, Ireland 33.17,
and all other countries 7. 37 per cent. of
the whole. The Hibernian c!emcnt, including those born in this country is
decidcclly
predominant.
Natur~liy
enough, those in whose constitution
habits of subordination
to authority
have been ingrained by generations of
servitude are most watchful and resolute when the enforcement of law is intrusted to t1-lir hands. Whatever their ancestral antecedents, the New York police
have ii1variably illustrated the virtue of
implicit obedience, self-control, manly
courage and intelligent :fiuelity. The
club is at times quite freely used, The
ideal policeman is only an ideal. The
actual is but an approximation to the
imaginary archetype, because he is only
a man under all the limitations of the
commonplocc American citizen.
The detection of crime is a secondary
function of the police force, but is one
of such romantic and morbidly fascinating character that it possesses absorbinointerest for the great majority of read~
ers. The detective bureau, with apartments and records at police headquarters, includes forty detective sergeants,
under the orders of Inspector Thomas
Byrnes. This officer, whose celebrity
vies with that of Fouche and V1docq,
has been in command since 1880.[Harper's Monthly .
The Walk Before Breakfast.
It is curious how ideas change with
the times. Not so many years ago it
was considered the most healthful thing
in the world to take a walk before breakfast. "It is not only absurd, but dan .
gerous," said a well-known physician,
speaking on this subject a. few days ago.
"The early morning air is.malarial and
will cause caitarrh and lung troubles. If
you can avoid it never leave your house
until the sun has warmed the atmosphere. Never mind about seeing the
sun rise; it will rise without you assistance-toke
care of your health and let
the sun take care of itself."-[Philadelphia Call.

On tlie Danube.
A correspondent of the Minneapolis
Tribune gives his impression of the D.inube river as follows: If anyone has
taken the river route to Buda Pesth un<ler the delusion

that

SCIENTIFIU SCRAPS.
Maps published
by the Geologica
Survey of New Jersey give Sandy Hook
four times as great an area as in the

he is to see :fine year 1685, when an outline

scenery he is quickly disabused.
The
finest scenery of all the Danube is above
Vienna, between the capitol and Linz,
and also further up, as far as Passau.
Along this part of its course there is a
constant succession of villages with casties, hills crowned with ruins, abbeys in
picturesque locali tics, and landscapes of
great beauty and variety.
It is in this
respect one o; th e most noted parts of
Austria, which has a greater variety of
lands cape beauty than any other country
o~ Europe.
Below
Buda-Pesth
the
views
are fine and
bold.
The
shores are more abrupt and there are
sple~did reaches. of ~he river, which
receives larger tributaries and becomes
more majestic.
For some distance below Vienna the levees are numerous
though not continuous.
The land near
the banks is low and the hills be ond
them the gentlest undulations
yThe
t
th
•
owns at arc passed from time to time
d J'ttl t
h
. .
0 1 c 0 . en ance the rnterest
as respects th e1r appearance, though all of
them had their little affairs with the
Turks three or four hundred years ago.
In fact-, every square mile of ground
along either bank, soon after leaving
Vienna, is historic. At the left and just
out of sight ore the battle-fields of Essling and Wagram.
You pass the island
of Lobau, the largest in the Danube. In
1806 the Fre&ch army was shut in here
all winter. At Petronell there was an
old Roman settlement.
Near DcutscheAlten bourg there is a. mound called Hutelburg, because built of earth brouo-ht
in their hats by the inhabitants to c~mmemorate the expulsion of the Turks,
w1io had occupied the citadel of Buda
for 150 years. The 200th anniversary of
the recapture of the stronghold by the
Hungarians was celebrated at Buda .
Pcsth last August.

survey was

A How or Promise.
. ''D"d Chnrley come to see you Sunday
night, :Ella?" asked Clara.
_
"Why no; it rained too hard. Did
Fred come to sec you i"
"Ccrt::1inly. He always comes-rain
or shine."
"He mast be a rain beau, then."-[New York Sun.

made.
During the first month of the year no
less than three new comets were anIt you hava a cough er eold, do not dose
sell with poisonous narcotics, bub take
nounced.
The first was discovered Jan- )'OU
Red Star Uough Cum, which contains no opiuary 18 at the Cordoba Observatory in a. ea, and ta prompt, safe anl sure. Price,
South America, a.nd is likely to become twenty-five cents a bott e.
It Is when " ship strike a rock th•t her
very brilliant.
11
'rii!~~e~~~~c,~ i1 i~<:i1 1;~; 1;~ e!f~\~f!';;~1;,lf,_~
An explorer of prehistoric mounds in
furnishes the test of their grit.
Ohio has found carefully wrought hatchYou will nover succe~d in findingpermanent
ets of soft coal associated with human
relief from rheumatLm until you have u,ed
skeletons and brJnze ornaments.
From Et. Ja,oba Oil, the i.reat pa.in cure. Price,
the character of the material it is evident fifty cents.
The acquisition of learning without study
that these were meant to simulate axes
,, llke the acquisition of wealth without
of flint, and were of no use exceptino- in labor. It is as necessary for tlrn mechanic
to study out his problem wlien it comes to
burials.
"'
him to be studied as it is for him to finish h1'
The extent or degree of the oscillation task by his handicraft.
f h.
h
o c unney~ as been exactly measured
Don't T<eattThia
by observat10n of the shadows cast by ~to~i';,
y~u•~,~~~i~~,\~ w%:.~~\r:~~li~
~he s~n ~pon the _grou~d. An instance
Co ,l'0Tt111n,1,~1:i1ne,nn<1 i·cccive free.full P"l'·
m pornt is that of a chimney one hund~ "t1!~1i
1
:ed ~nd :fi,Ctecnfeet high -a nd four feet ~~~~;;:,~1f'b~~i;W:\
;~~;"~f1
~~:;.,up,A';j"~~·n,~'.
lll drnmetcr externally at the top
near Cup,tal not lC'l'"· c<l. llsll<:tt &:Co.will start
M
•n
F
'
ynn. Don't nclay; invcstil{atc at once, and
arse1 es,
ranee, the oscillations of grand success w,11 uttellcl y 011 _
which were observed by the shadow dur- ,
N. 1~. Teo
ing a high wind to obtain a maximum of ===='!!'!l:=======~~~
LYDIA E.
twenty i!l""'Jies.
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IPINKHAM'S
Recent surveys in the Pyrenees prove
that the Aran Valley is tributary to the
V~9-ETABLE
•
Garonne, and that south and southeast
'
of this valley are several ranges nearly
10,000 feet in height that are not shown
Is n Positive Cue
upon any map. But the strangest disFor ALL ~f those Pa;nful
Oo~cate Complaints arrd
covery is that of a lake, the largest u:pon
Complicated troubles a.nd
Woaknesses so common
the northern slope of the mountains,
among our V'/ives, MothoJS.
lying in a gap between two lmes of
and (laughters.
It 1:,1/l CUNI n,tirel11
peaks, which, having been upproached
allovn.ria-norvagtnai
#rouOle.::,Jn.flamma,.
from opposite sides, had previously been
tion, end Ulcera,.
considered identical.
tWn, F«llfna and
.
})tspTacenumts; tk
A German bptanist has discovered a
•. _ ~.,,,..,11ont:equtnt spinal
#
., C) L?J, #_;·::
l'Veakn_eas,mid {.5
scoHrce ot brandy and alcohol in the
tJ:,)7~Pa.rticularl71
'
,
a.dapted
to ti~
poppy. It appears that the pnlp which
oman s Sure Friend chanae of l{fe.
~
covers the poppy P':)d contains saccha- L.!..otEs,-tTWTLLNOTPERll'ORl'l
SURGIOA.L OPE.RATIONS OR
0URE :J~C'IDl, DUTil' WILL U?.."DER ALL CIROUHSTiNCE:l, A.CT
rine matter, which after due fermentation
'.'!NIIA.lUfO!\~"WITRTHELAWSOB'N..lTlJlt:&.
ty-THA.TJra£LlNG
3E.A.RINQ DOWN, CJ..USIN<l l"'AIN', WEIGHT J...ND B,.l.Clr..t.Clm,
and distillatoin,
produces a kind of '~I'
\JJ .&LW-'-Y'5P..llmU...~TLY cun.m>JJTJTSUSE.
brandy c,f an agreeable flavor. A.s this ~so·t d r,y Dr,oggi■ts. Price $1 . per bottle,
.)[rs •. P.!n'Ulam.'s Lher Pills cure constipation. 25c.
pulp has been hitherto thrown away, the
Rural Life in Russia.
discovery,
it
is
said,
affords
poppy
plantUsury is the greatest nightmare of
rnral Russia at present, an evil which ers an opportunity of realizing more
seems to dog the peasant proprietor in profit from their crops without a very
all countries alike.
The "Gombeen great expenditure of capitol.
Man" is fast getting possession of the
During their recent :fifty days' fast in
HAINESVILLE,
N. J.,
little Irish owne;-s. A man who hires Paris, Succi and Mcrlatti drank freely
October 15, 1886. f
land cannot borrow on it; the little of water, concerning the affects of which
E. T. HAZELTINE,
owner is tempted always to mortgage it opinion was divided.
By important,
Warren, PL
at a pinch. In R11ssia he borrows to the though cruel tests, M. Laborde has
D~r Sir:
outside of its value to pay the taxes aad proven that water is really of great
I was taken with a very
severe cold last Spring,
get :,n.his crop. The "bondage labor- value in keeping off death by starvation.
and tried every cure we
Without food and water, a healthy dog,
ers, 1. e., men bound to work on the,
had in the store, and could
creditor's land as intercstformoney lent
o~iginally weighing thirty-four pC\unds,
get no help.
As much service as a sewing mareceive no wages and arc in fact a sort died on the twentieth day, after having
I had o; r village doctor
chine.
Self-feeding, any length ol
lost sixteen and one-half pounds in
prescribe for me, but kept
of slaves. They repay thdr extortioners
stitch.
Sent post-paid on receipt ot
getling worse. I saw anAnother clog of the same
by working as bauly as they can--a weight.
price, $2.00. Any child can operate it.
other physician from Port
"level worst," far inferior to that of the kind, age and weight, was v,rell and
Will last a lifetime; will knit anything,
Jervis, N. Y., and he told
and will use rags. yarn or silk.
serfs of old, they harvest three and a lively after forty days' subsistence on
me he used l;iso's Cure for
(!onsumption in his prachalf or four stacks of corn where the water alone, although it lost seventeen
tice.
other peasants get :five. The koulaks and one-half pounds in the time.
I bou~ht a bottle, and
and mir-eaters, and other usurers, often
before !'had taken all of it
'I'he
Str,1wberry.
of peasant origin, exhaust the peasant in
there was a change for the
A writer in the Hardwicke's
Science
better. Then l got my emevery way; they then foreclose the
Gossip has been giving tire history of the
ployer to order a quantity
mortgages, unite the small pieces of
of the medidne and keep
strawberry.
He show., how these hisland once more, and reconstitute
large
it in stock. I took one
estates. A koulak is not to be trifled torians love one another, especially their
more bottle, and my Cough
Fattem No, 19.
was cured.
with; he finds a thousand occasions for predecessors, to note that they never get
Rug patterns stampecl 1n colors on
further than their predecessors got. Old
Hespectfully,
revenge; the peasant cannot cheat the
Burlap.
.All colors necessary to make
FuANK McKELvY.
Jew as he does the landlord, and is be- Gerarde, who wrote near 300 years ago,
the rug. 100 styles from 20 inches
ing starved out--the
mortality is enor- told that the scarlet strawberry is a. nasquare to lxl½ yards in size. Can ba
It is, of course, known
sent by mail. Send 2-cent stamp for
mous. In the rural districts of En"'land tive of Virginia.
prices. Description amount of yarn
the death rate is 18 per 1000. r: the to every intelligent person in these modrequired of different colors to make
ern
times
that
the
scarlet
strawberry
is
whole of Central Russia it reached 62
each style.
In order to show our
per 1000 at the last revision in 1882. native to the whole of Eastern North
patterns we will send as sample one
American;
but
this
new
historian
gets
no
"The famine, now so frightfully
comfine Ottoman pattern stampecl in seven
colors, and samples of yarn made exmon, is not owing to barrenness of the farther than Gerardo- got, and naively
tells
the
English
reader
that
the
scarlet
pressly
for rugs for 5 2-cent stamps,
soil, for the mortality is greatest where
stra~berry is a native of Virginia, and
post-paid.
Address
the land 1s best. The birth rate in these
has been an inhabitant of our gardens
provinces is 45. "--[Nineteenth
Century.
for
more than. two hundred yenrs.
Every old tale is repeated with a n10dMexican Children.
In all my long residence here, writes crn sanction, even to strawberries have
YORKVILLE. !LL.
Fanny B. Ward from Mexico, I have been known to cure consumption.-[In,
seldom seen a rude or ill-mannered child, dependent.
OAE:..L..A."VV"N'
-------Tho Great Nurser:, of
their innate politeness appearing to be as
much a natural instinct as the result of
Pleasouton and the Sharpshooter,
careful training.
Upon entering a room
General Pleasontou says that during
200ImportedBroodMares
where company is prcs0nt even the small- bis career he hos been in 105 different
Of Choicest Families.
est toddlers will go from one to anothc·r of engagements and has never been woundLARGE NUMBERS.
the guests, gravely shaking hands with ed. At Brandy Station II certain ConAll Ages, both Sexes,
IN STOCK.
each, while submitting to the caresses federate sharpshooter was ordered
to
showered upon them. I[ you meet a lad pick him off. He got within 400 yards
in the street, off will ccJmc his somlirero of the gent:ral, took careful aim and shot
in a twinkling, while he makes an a member of the staff on the left.
He
obeisance which a dancing master might fired again and killed a man on the
envy.
Even the gamin arc famous for right. Then he crawled up nearer ancl
politeness, and the r~gge~ beggar wil
~-aited till Pleasonton wa~ perf:ctly staacknowledge your g1(t with the bow of t10nary. He fired !Ind agarn nussecl the
a COl,rticr.
target.
The sharpshooter then gave up
in despair, declaring that he had never
Cheering mm Up.
before failed to hit nfter three shots.
Dilby- • "Hello, old fellow, you look
Wllero She Acquired Amlli<lextcrity.
depressed this mornino-• come 1 let me
cheer you up! Tell m~' the tro uble ancl
Stookly-Its a splendi-d thing to be
I shall know just how to proce-·d."
nble to use your left hancl as well as
Wigwug (brightcning)-''Why,
I've your right.
My_ wife can do it. She
just paid out my last nickel to get strikes just as hard a blow with her left
sqnare with the world, so if you can IIHlwith her right.
!en-"
Rlodgett-Indeed
l Where did sho
"Happy man-square with the worget her training l
there's my car-'m
in a hur-"-,-[DeSpookly •· Taught in the public schools
troit Free Press.
fer thi·ee terms !--[Cleveland Sun.
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mi ration and wonder as to the Divine origin of humanity.
He deprecates the asby no means
Advertisements ttnder this lzeadi11g ins1rted for 50 sumption of science-though
cellts per line for oneyectr.
discarding
them as an avenue to truth.
There is also manifest soul-longing for the
-CANTON.peace that's born of faith rath~r than the
Bmnox 5 CE:-lT STORE, Ilolt'::; Hinck.
Furniture,
Crm ..:k.:ry, Glass & 'r'in \Vare.
Great b,u-gains in fruit of victory, which crowns contest. He
5 anJ 10 cent g·oods.
CR DAVI.S, Dc.::ntist. Office over Brick. Store. At rather admits the veracity of FatherR creed
Dixfield rirst Tuesday 3n<l \.\Teel. in each month
which he has some,diat been wont to re1
1
~ A~r{{~,~.l~~~:~?,1~~:ll~!~1~~s~~:~rdR~1)ll~~:~t~~gent. pudiate.

U H BL·H.EAXK,
Flour, Groceries,
Dry Goods,
Fruit and Conf"ectiouery.
D B RADFOH.D, Brick Store, General Stock.
H1uDGIIA:'11& Jonx~oN, .Meats & l.i-i-oce1·ics.
.AC BICKNELJ .., )lillinery
and Fancv Good~.
O A BRIDGHAM,
Groceries & ~IeatS.
1
1
1
fA'~::i;:,si?~1:1~
/~~~::~~\:a~~~
')[ G StROliT,
Provisions
and GrOccries.

~

1

~1;~~;T~~:~;e~~~tSt~~~~lncc
and -,upplies.
Blacksmiths.
Grain and Feed.
1
1
1
r~~ 1~~~\~' ,1~\~~~~~?~~t•~•~~o~:~1:D :~~~1 n ~t::~ls.
J.P. bwa~cy, .Attorney and Counsellor at L~I\\".
~

llzCKNELL
& STETSON,
1. C COilURN,
Flour,

fr

-WEST

PERU.-

,v

~ ,VAL
KEH & SoN, Groceries,
Flour, rJ;1rdwarc,
Paints and Oils.
Burial Caskets a spei.:ialtv.
1\-irs.:; .EI rucki.::r, l\.fillinery and Fancy Goods.

LIVERMORE.
GEa F AoA)'l.s, P!1ysiciau

and Surgeon.

BUCKFIELD.
T .A RAWSON,
Reg:istercd .Apothecary.
1.. K Additon, 1'1illinery ?..nd Fancy Goo<lc::.
1-IoLLAND & CU::iH~IAN, l\Iea.ts an..l Provisions.
C S Curcns, Dentist.
Vapor or Ether.
C. B. Bridgham, ~1. D. Office at residence.
WEST

SUMNER.

EAST SUi\INER.
W H EAST:\rtAN, Seedsma.n.
Choice
Seeds of my own Growing a specialty.
-NORTH
North T(1rner Honse.

TURKER.Elias Keene,

And this:'Morning's'
eJeS see
strange,
In depths divine he_vond the ken
And Fatal scrutiny of men.

\6~:\\\i)~):f::
\Vhere

tf~~:~~

rJ-

Ile says:So from these days I fly to those
That in the land-locked Ps.st repose.

Vegetable

Proprietor.

nothing

And this:They make things admirably plain,
But one hard question will remain.
And this:Our dear and admirable Iluxlev
Cannot explain to me why ducks lay;
Or rather, how into their eggs,
Blunder potentinl wings and legs.
\\"ith will to move them and decide. •
And this:Being from being must proceedAnd this:I don't obied, not I, to know
:My sires ,i·ere monkeys, if 'twas so.
He endorses evolution in thc:se words:\\'ho knows but from our loins may spring,
(Long hence) some winged sweet-thro:1t•ec1thing,
As much superior to us,
As we, to Cynocephalus.

Then questions it:This is consoling, hut. ala~!
It wipe~ no dimness from the glass,
\Vhere I am t1atteaing my nose,
In hope to see beyond my toes-

~,~lQ,J~hon~,
-:(-):-PUBLISHED

THURSDAYS

:Carrtnrr, Ilxfnrrl

AT

:Cn.. Maim!i.

Say this:That rise~ ncnv as long ago,
Between 'I wonder' and ·I know.'

One of our local clergymen, Rev. M. J.
Savage. who says :-"That
there has been
a process of developm~nt of life from the
lowest to the highest through all the ages;"
and this:-"
What \\·e call ,Vature, what
I believe to be Gvd,in and working through
Same rates for 3 or 6 months.
the laws of things, is capable of develop~~o paper discontinued
until all ar- ing all these wondrous forms-even
man,"
reara~es are paid, except at the option of undertakes
to reprovingly
reply in a pothe publisher.
em, u&ing three columns of the "Sunday
Globe" for February '27, Ile is somewhat
ethical, but mainly reproachful,
with a
grain of sarcasm.
These few lines will shc,w the tenor of
one phase of his poem:--0--

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.

$1.25
PerYear,
Paid
inAdvance.
Thursday,
March
24,1887.

Communications,

Etc.

OURBOSTON
LETTER.
BOSTON, March r6, 1887.
There is quite enough of passing momeAt and of startling interest in and about
the Hub at the present time to meet the
demands of social gossip of every phase
and grade.
The railroad accident is immeasurably
saddening and humiliating
to that degree
of intensity in which is fused despair and
animosity that prompts m"lnifest indignation for the management
of this road.
They are culpable in that degree that merits the condemnation
of public sentiment,
which they are sure to receive; and should
the court irnve occasion to impose condign
punishment,
our State Reformatory management would be able to establish a lecture bureau that would afford the platform
of New England-if
not the world-with
lecture givers of practical exp~rience, on
the subject entitled "The folly of personal
favoritism born of this and that evil in social relations, as a basis of discipline for
the operation of a railroad."
This evil is
fast becoming unbearable in the corps of
management of all our corporations, and
is as well known as it is flagitious.
The great suburban scheme has captured the great avenue-Arlington,
Beacon
St., to Charles.
Horse railroad enterprise
is horse luck incarnated,
says hospital
west-end residents.
But their opposition
is only a hobby-horse, after all. They remind one of the militia captain who justified the antipathy of his men to their officers, on the ground of the high eminence
of the officers.
Most TELEPHO:NE readers will learn
with regret and unpleasant
recollections,
of the death of Mr. E. F. Pillsbury, a native of Kingfield, Maine, who, during the
war, was editor of the "Franklin Patriot,"
published at Farmington, Maine.
A more
scurrilous sheet never came to the hands
of its readers; and there are many men
who committed themselves by sentiment
uttered and acts performed,
suggested in
its columns, who would prefer to have the
mountains fall upon them rather than that
the light of to-day sh,ntld fall upon those
words and deeds.
How grandly this snggests the sublime trnth involved in-"The
goodness of God leadeth thee to repentance."
No one has any occasion to reg1·et
condign returns in this case, for no man
ever ga1·nered more truly or fully than this
man has. \Ve may commiserate
rather
than condemn.
The more· serious consideration.
and
better sentiment and emotions of our honored fellow c1ti2en, Ex-Minister
Lowell,
found expression
in a recent poem contributed to the Atlantic ·Monthly for Feb-

0, Lowell, I gave first to thee
My boyh0od's love and loyalty.
My youth took fire at thy word;
And thou my manhood's spirit stirred.
And now I cannot bear to think
The hour would cnme when thou wouldst
shrinkAnd dost thou fear that. science led.
The world may find that faith is dead?
I will quote a few lines which will fully
show the soreness that makes him shrink
from the brick dust:If there lives one who breathes
man's
breath
Who would not welcome dreamless de?.th,
And like a miser, gra_sp and keep
The poor blank drape of endless sleepThis, rather than take heaven's fee
At cost of hopeless miseryOf one poor soul, the meanest one
That ever crawled beneath the sun;
If there is one such selfish soul,
\Vho. ere one lost would reach the goal,
Then I in hell would rather be,
Than share e'en heaven, with such as he!
The railroad strikes are finally off.
The bom\:, throwers again come to the
front in the political affairs of Russia.
Railroad schemes of vast importance ar,;
rumored.
Con$o]idation seems to be epidemical in railway circles.
The Bulls and Bears in the wheat pit.
gold pit, and stock pit, are goring and
tearing each other, as usual.
SHOMER,

HOMECF THE Zul:lrs:
An Interestini Visit to the Ancient Hema
of The CliffDwellers.

the rocks so as to fasten the ropes securely, enabling us to climb to the entrance.
After making our ascent we were somewhat surprised to find what appeared from
the bottom to be a comparatively
small
town-a
mammoth cavern for a capacity
of nothing less than 10,000 souls. Our entrance seemed what was used as their hallway, running back through the granite
rock for a distance of nearly a thousand
feet, then extending
on both sides were
apartments which were probably consi!{ned to one family each. About the center
of this hall-way was another passage leading in the opposite direction,
added to
which are still others of less dimensions.
After exploring these pa,sages of darkness
\\·e began to investigate
the rooms.
In
many places we found things left as though
it were but }'esterday the inhabitants were
living there, as pottery of all description,
stone hammers, carved idols, Gods, carvings of tarrantulas, snakes, least;. of the
forest, etc. In one of these openings we
found a skeleton, which was once the tall,
straight form of a Zuni, but from years or
decay was now but the crumbled slack as
soft as ashes. The largest room, we all
decided as having heen their council chamber, as nothing of importance
was found
there, save pieces of paint and what appeared to be muRical instruments made entirely of wood. which were yet as hard a,
iron, and were most likely used at their
war dances.
In the center of this vacancy stood the largest carYing we found,
which was made to indicate their God of
salvation, or God of war. After gathering
what trinkets desired, we proceeded to retire. Instead of de,cending
we ascended
to the top of the cliff, where there was a
large basin of wr.ter, held there as it fell
from the heavens, to supply the town with
water. Further back was a plantation
of
cactus which was almost impossible
to
penetrate save through the decayed portions which served as a gate-way for us to
pass. These were most likely used as a
hinderance to the enemy approaching from
the back of the cliff. \Vell satisfied wit!J
ou1· trouble, we moved on, each thinking
in deep silence the fate of all who had entered this valley of death in years gone by.
A, we proceeded on we cam,· to a camp of
Apaches, where we learned these fonifications had not been occupied in their time,
but the older one said they had often heard
their fathers tell of the fierce battles the,y
had fought with the dwellers of the cliff,
who were, by surprise, finally conquered
and reduced in number bv the combined
force of the Navajos, Puebios and Apaches.
The remaining Zunis, who number scarcely 300, are now living in peace near the
Great Canon de) Colorado.
P.
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A Common
Cold
Is often the bcgi n ning of serious affections of the Tliruat, Bronchial Tubes,
an<l. Lungs. Therefore, the importance
of early and effective treatment cannot
be overestimated.
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral may always be relie<l upon for the
speedy cure of a Cold or Cough.
Last January I was attacked with a
severe Col<l, which, by neglect and frequent exposures, became worse, finally
settling on my lungs.
A terrii.Jle cough
soon followed, ae1.:ompanied by pams in
the chest, from whieh I suffered intensely. After trying various remeu.ies, without obtaining relief, I commenced taking
Ayer's Cherry Peetoral, a111.lwas

Speedily

Cured.

I am satisfied that this remedy saved my
life. -Jno.
Webster, Pawtucket, R. I.
I contracted a severe cold, which
suddenly developed into Pneumonia,
presenting
dangerons
and obstinate
symptoms.
My physician ordered the
use of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
His instructions were followed, am! the result
was a rapid and permanent cure. H. E. Stimpson, Rogers Prairie, Tex.
Two years ago I suffered from a severe
0
1
~u i1t~dw\~;~f~~:t~h~s~~i:~t ;~°cJg\~ot ci~
medicines they prescribed, hut received
only temporary relief. A friend induced
me to try Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. After
taking two bottles of this medicine I was
cured. Since then I have given the Pectoral to my cliil<l.ren, an<l.consi<l.er it
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The Best Remedy
LAs VEGAS, New :Mexico.
for Colds, Coughs, and all Throat and
ter Forty yea.rs'
Probably many of your readers have
perience in the
Lung diseases, ever used in my family.
preparn.tion of more
heard of the Cliff Dwellers of the south-Robert
Vanderpool, Meadville, Pa.
than One Hundred
0
1
west, but more than likely few have ever
Some time ago I took a slight Cold,
rh~ U:f~l ~P!l~~ti~;3
~ir~i'lt:~~n~~
which, being neglecteu., grew worse, and
tries, the publishers of the lcieut.ifio
witne5sed these sights of antiquity, as they
settled on my Lungs.
I bad a hacking
American continue to act as solicitors
for patents, caveats. trade-mttrks, copyhave been penetrated by only a small numcough, and was very weak. Those who
rights, etc., for the United Sta.tes, a.nd
knew me best considered my life to be
0
1
ber of inhabitants of these parts, owing to
~er
l~ r:je~}r~~£a~t1?!t,rf~~gl!}b~ir~~~;r~
in great ,Janger. I continued to suffer
tmce 1s unequn.led and their facilities n.re unsur ..
the hostile state of the Apache Indians.
until I commenced using Ayer's Cherry
passe1.
Pectoral.
Less than one bottle of this
\Vell, on leaving Socorro, about the center
. Drawings and 1o1pecifications preparod &nd filed
1n the Pa.tent Office on short nf)tice. Terms very
valuable medicine cured me, and I
of this Territory, with our burros packed
reasonable. No chu.rge for examination of model ■
feel that I owe the preservation of my
or drawings. Advice by mail free
with provisions for a six months' prosPatents obtained through Mnnn&Co.arenotioed
£~ec~~~~/Ak~~~ ~~~ey~~-1'lrs. Ann
In the SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN,
which hH
pecting trip, we, four in number, traveled
the largest circula.tion and is the most. influential
newspaper of its kind pub!ished in the world.
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral is considered,
west over hills of sand and mountains
ef
The
advn.ntn.ges
of
such
a
notice
every
pa.tentee
here, the one great remedy for all diseases
understands.
?f the throat and lungs, and is more
rock, picking our way through cactus and
is·i~td!b~d
&-WEfilE~~
m
demand
than
any
other
medicine
of
its
sage, for a distance of roo miles, and
class.-J.
F. Roberts, Magnolia,Ark.
•
~e~~~t;~:.CJ l:i~!~tig~:~
~~~~~:;i~t;d ~gr~:e:~~
brought up at the Old Zunis.
The history
other depa.rtments of industria.l progress, publisbed in any conntrJ·. It contains the names of
of these houses built in the side walls of
88
0
!~~ga~~e~. ~~~ f{t1~~~
e:'n°!!fh;epo~ ;n~a.j~f1~t
the canon in which they are located, will
Prepared by Dr.J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Ma••·
Sold by all newSclealers.
If you have nn invention to patent ,rrite ta
probably never fully he told, as they have
Sold by all Druggiele. Price$!; six bottles,$5.
:JJi~otd,f~:
j!~liyl~~k~
of Scientific .America:a.
been unoccupied for the past century. We
lh.ndbook a.bout pa.tent■ mailed free.
built our camp-fire, prepared supper, and
waited for the morning sun, at which time
we devised our plan how to ascend this
\Ve are wanting a large force of smart
and intelligent
men to travel and solicit
mammoth ledge of rock to the entrance of
Manufacturer of
orders for Trees, Shrnbs, Vines, &c.
the houses, which are located midway up DOORS,
SASH,WINDOW
& DOOR
FRAMES
the cliff, some 150 feet from the base. Finally we gathered together ropes and raw
CLAZED WINDOWS.
S. T. CANNON & CO.,
Augusta, Me.
hides enough to reach from the top of the
All kinds monldecl and plain finish. balt
cliff to the bottom of the canon.
This nS erB, :N°Pwtells,Brackets,&c. Also chamber and dining-room furnitnrp Chamber
ruary by him. l\Ir. Lowell, in his ·poem, done, two of our party proceeded in a Sets and Extension
Tables a specialty.
re, eals the temperature of his soul in ad- ,onnd-ahout way to reach the summit of Jobbing <lone promptly.
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HOUSEKEEPER.

No phantom joy through life I chase,
Thollgh pleasures arc but few;
Than~ Goel for one clear resting place,
One heart that's ever true!
Though hollow friendship oft I meet,
Though care and crosses come,
Thank God for one dear refuge, sweet,
The light, the light of home!
,Vrittcn

Br.:RKSHJRE Ru!;K!;.-One
cup sweet
milk, one cup sugar, one cup flour, half a
yeast cake or one-half cup of yeast. Let
it set over night.
In the morning add
half a teaspoon of salt, half a cup of butter,
two eggs; (reserving whites) heat to a
froth with a little sugar to spread over the
top. Stir stiff with flour. Adel raisins or
currants if you like. Let them ri8e awhile
before baking.

for the CANTO~ 'TELEPIIOXE,

THELIVINGROOM.
Let us take the airiest, choicest and sunniest room in the house, says the llome
for our living room-the
workshop where
brain and body are built up and forwarded; and there let us have a bay window,
no matter how plain in structure, through
which the good twin angels-sunlight
and
pure air--can freely enter. This window
shall be the poem of the house. It shall
give freedom and scope te rnnsets, the
tender green and changing tints of spring,
the glow of summer, the pomp of autumn,
the white of winter, storm and sunshine,
glimmer and gloom-all
these we can enjoy as we sit in ou1· sheltered room, as the
changing years roll on. Dark rooms bring
depression of spirits, imparting a sense of
confinement,
of isolation, of powerlessness, which is chilling to energy and vigor, but in light is good cheer.
Even in a gloomy house, where the
walls and furniture are dingy brown, you
have but to take down the dingy curtains,
open wide the window, hang brackets on.
either side, set flower-pots on the brackets
a nd ivy in th e pots, a nd let th e warm air
stream in.

BEEF FRITTERS.-Beef
fritters are nice
for breakfast; chop pieces of steak or cold
roast beef very fine. i\1ake a batter of
JJ;Iyyoung Friends :-Possibly
you may milk, flour, and an egg, and mix the meat
think I am overreaching myself a little, in with it. Put a lump of butter into a sauceattempting to tell you how to dress your- pan, let it melt, then drop the batter into
selves, but please wait until my letter is it from a large spoon. Fry until brown;
finished before you pronounce an opinion. season with pepper and salt and a little
You think you have at least known, these parsley.
many years, how to put on your clothes,
EGGs.-\Vhen
you are tired of plain
and perhaps you have, yet I have seen boiled or fried egg, trythiswayofserving
boys fifteen years old that did not know them for breakfast:
Butter a pie plate
how to do even that little thing properly.
and cover the bottom with fine bread
I have such a boy in my mind now; his crumbs, then break enough eggs for your
suspenders are always twisted, and gener- family and drop them on the plate and
ally drawn up so tight that his pantaloons
cover with a layer of bread crumbs; sprinhave the appearance of being three inches kle pepper and salt over this and put some
too short, whereas his tailor is not al all little lumps of butter over it. Bake in a
in the fault; one lei{ of his pants is to be quick oven for five minutes.
seen resting on the top of hi;: boot-leg,the
EGG 0MELET.-0ne
tablespoonful
of
Excitementin Texa.s.
other either tucked in his boot, or possibly
Great excitement has been caused in the
in jts proper place, his vest is never cor- flour, one of butter, four eggs, one teavicinity of Paris, Tex .. by the remarkable
rectly !Juttoned, making one side longer spoonful salt, one cup of milk.
than the other; his coat is put on with
SALT FISH BALLS.-One
cup raw salt recovery of Mr. J. E. Corley, who was so
some part of the collar turned in out of fish, r pint potatoes, r teaspoonful butter, helpless he could not turn in bed, or raise
sight, causing him to look one-sided; his r egg well beaten, 1-4 salt-spoonful pep- his head; everybody said he was dying of
A trial bottle ofDr. King's
cap is either too far back, or drawn clear per, more salt if needed. Wash the fish, Consumption.
Finding
over his forehead and eyes, or tossed on pick in half inch pieces, and free from New Discovery was sent him.
one side of his head as if it had suddenly bones. Pare the potatoes, and cut in quar- relief, he bought a large bottle and a box
dropped there from the upper regions ters. Put the potatoe~ and fish in a stew of Dr. King's New Life Pills; by the time
somewhere; and this same boy has rather pan and cover with boiling water. Boil he had taken two boxes of Pills and"two
a fine face and form, and if he were care- 25 minutes, or until the potatoes are soft, bottles of the Discovery, he was well and
fully dressed would present a fine appear- but not soggy. Drain off all the water. had gained in flesh thirty-six pounds.
ance, therefore boys, if you have but one Mash and beat the fish and potatoes till Trial Bottles of this Great Discovery for
free at Nathan Reynolds'
suit "to your b-ick," and that of the plain- very light. Add the butter and pepper, Consumption
(2)
est description, see that it is put on in and when slightly cooled, add the egg,and Drug Store, Canton, Maine.
----- --·
shape and you will look "dressed up," more salt if needed. Shape in a tableTo-morrow always begins the night beproviding it be clean and kept in repair. spoon, without much smoothing.
Slip
Every boy who is able should have three them off in a basket and fry in smokhzg fore, and you can't get the good of your
suits throughout-a
working suit, a second hot lard one minute.
Drain on soft paper. day without planning for it. To get breakfast quickly you want ever so much done
best, to be worn at school, on a visit to
If
you
are
obliged
to
use a gridiron or the night before. Not as the over smart,
the neighbors, or about home days and
frying-pan
that
has
previously
been
used
half-taught women say, by grinding coffee
evenings when not laborit,g; then there
should be a Sunday suit expressly for for fish, and still has the pungent odor of and filling the tea kettle the night before.
church; and every well-regulated boy, up- the fish clinging to it, you can remove it The coffee loses flavor, and water that has
on reaching home from church, will lay instantly by fir,t heating it and then rub- been standing all night absorbs bad air
this suit carefully aside for use another bing it over with a bit of onion. The on- and is unfit to use. Besides it is so flat
Sabbath, attiring himself in. his second ion will absorb the flavor of the fish, but that it can never make good tea or coffee.
will not leave the least disagreeable
taste
suit, for he should guard his best suit with
of its own.
all possible care.
If a boy is the possessor of but one suit,
ASTONISHING
SUCCEl:-S.
let him every Saturday morning examine
It is the duty of every person who has
it carefully, remodng
every particle of
dust and stain of dirt by a thorough brush- used Boschee's German Syrllp to let its
ing and a liberal use of soap and water, or wonderful qualities be known to their
severe
spirits of ammonia, if convenient.
He can friends in curing Consumption,
thus appear quite respectfully upon the Coughs, Croup, Asthma, Pneumonia,and
in fact all throat and lung diseases.
No
Sabbath.
Every first-class boy must realize the person can use it without immediate relief.
Three
doses
will
relieve
any
case,
great importance of being neatly and properly dressed. A shabby boy or girl will and we consider it the duty of all DrugSperdily nnrl permanentlycnred bynsingWi6tar'a
Bal&nmoC'\"VildCberry.
Therea1·ccowi. erbe a shabby man or woman, and rarely gists to recommend it to the poor, dying
feils. Get the genuine, which is signrd "I. lH.iT'J'S,.
on the wrapper.
Prcpar('ct by ~ETH ,v. l'OVr'LE &
consumptive, at least to try one bottle, as
successful in an v business or occupation.
SONS, BOSTON. Sold by all dealer5.
Of course there are extremes in dress. 80,000 dozen bottles were sold last year,
Do not be anxious to dress better than the and no one case where it failed was reportcircumstances of your parents will _permit. ed. Such a medicine as the German SyrAsk your
Do not be vain over dress. There is a dif- ttf cannot be too widely known.
ference between vanity and pride. Have druggist about it. Sample bottles to try,
sufficient pride to dress correctly in every sold at ro cents. Regular size, 75 cents.
sense. It is a religious duty to dress well; Sold by all Druggists and Dealers, in the
it is a sin to dress either illy or in au ex- United States and Canada.

LETTERTOBOYS.-No.6.

FOR
INTERNAL

JOH

-AND-

EXTERNAL
USE.

Cures Diphtheria,
Croup, Asthm.3., Bronchitis,
Neuralgia,
Pneumonia., Rheumatism,
Bleed,tng a.t the
Lungs, Hoarsenei5s,
Influenza, Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera. Mor bus, Dysentery, Chronic
Di(containing
inforarrhcea,
Kidney
mation
of very
Troubles,
and
great value.
EvSpinal
Diseases.
erybody
:J ho u l d
We will send free,
have this book.
postpaid,
to all
and
those
who
who
send
their
send
for it will
names,
an Illusever after
thank
trated
Pamphlet
their lucky stars.
All who buy or order direct from us, and request
it, shall receive a. certificate
that the money shall
be refunded if not abundantly
satisfied.
Retail price, 35 cts.; 6 bottles, $2.00.
Express prepaid to
any part of the United States or Canada.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., P. O. Box 2118, Boston, Mass.
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MOSTWONDERFUL
THE
FAMILY REMEDY
EVER KNOWN.

E TRUST
That our kind intentions will be duly appreciated,

C ST

OL

ancl our

ERS

\:Vil] remember that we are selling Groceries and Provisions
as low as anybody i11.town. Having lately put on a delivery
team, we shall be pleased to deliver goods anywhere in the
village or at Gilbertville to good, responsible parties,. on

THIRTY

DAYS.

vVe havn't any Bpecial bargains to offer at this time, but
you will find our stock of Groceries
& Provisions
complete, and Prices
lleasonable.
Give us a trial.

ti
All kinds Farm Produce taken in exchange for goods.

FOR SALE
--BY--

1

--ALSO

LOANS.·__

D)fi~u;.~tt~~~~

4 percent. 1 percent.

travagant manner.
After dressing your bodies carefully, my
young friends, seek to attire your souls
with humility, and with all the Christian
graces-not
forgetting the spotless robe of
Christ's righteousness.
Respectfully,
MRS. H.B. M.

OHIY,DREN
AT TABLE.

BY--

Warranted

to give Perfect Satisfaction,

:LIFELOANS.:

On

any kind of security
am! good
promissory
notes.
From the time a child is old enough to
U. S. Government
Bonds.
sit at the table, teach him the proper use
of the knife, fork and spoon. Never allow
Foreign
Redemption
Bonds
a child to lean upon the table, habits such sold on monthly
payments.
Large
as that will accompany him all through
premiums
for small investors.
life. He should be taught to ,rnit patientReliable
correspondents
wanted
ly until his elders are served. It is very everywhere.
BREAKFAST
REOIFES.
.:...iberal inducements.
important to carefully observe these minor
Address
for full particulars,
points.
By proper training in the beginJOHNNY CAKE,-One cup Indian meal,
G. W. FOSTER,
Banker,
ning parents are saved annoyance and
one large spoonful of flour, one cup of
42 Broadway,
New York.
milk, one quarter cup molasses, one-third mortification in the future.
At this age children should be dieted as
teaspoonful soda dissolved in hot water.
GRAHAM GEMS.-I cup flour, 1 cup gra- carefully as when they were infants.
By
this it is not meant that their diet should
ham, r egg. 2-3 cup milk, 2 teaspoonfuls
consist solely of milk, by no means; but
baking powder, 2 teaspoonfuls sugar. Lit- do not fall into the error so widely prevaltle salt.
ent, that children having obtained their
BANNOCK.-Take one and a half cups t h
bl
f c1· f
II
Indian meal-level,
one-half cup flour,one
eet are capa e o
tges rng a manner
A compctant man for Oxtord County, to canvass
of food. This is the chief cause of destruc- and take orders for HOW.E'S PATENT AD.
egg, one cup milk, two tablespoons sugar, tion of life in children between three and JUST ABLE SLIDING WINDOW SCREE~S.
one teaspoon cream tartar, one-half tea- six years of age. Their stomachs being ~,~to~l\/:'frf;od~t;~~sosffered to a&'tts. Terms
spoon soda, and a little salt. Stir all to- totally unfitted for the rich food they are
ORRIN P. HOWE & CO., Augusta, 111c.
gether and bake quickly for thirty minutes. allowed to eat. Potatoes, meat, rice, oatBREAKFAST CAKE.-One cup of Indian meal, brown bread, ripe fruit and as much
meal, one teaspoonful of salt and one ta- milk as they can drink, is the proper diet
Ellis L.
blespoonful of sngar.
Scald the meal, for children of that age.-i\1rs.
then add two tablespoonfuls
of milk or Mumma, in Good Housekeeping.
We will p:1y:one hundr~cl dollars gold in premiums for
water, one egg and one tablespoonful
of
b<•st n•f:11lts from C'i/!ht werl~s• trinl of She1·idants
Powclt>t' to J\,fako liens
Lay.
~end your n:.lme flIHl
flour; stir it well. Butter the griclclle, put
TheVerdicttrna.nimous.
e)~~i;:~;I fi}~J~~-t~~-1
1~1~1~\,B~s~o~~O~~\~~ & (;O.,
on large spoonfuls of the batter and fry
W. D. Sult, Druggist, Bippus, Ind.,
until well cooked.
testifies: "I can recommend Electric Bitters
l\i[uFFINs.-Take
1 quart of new milk, 2 as the very best.
Every bottle sold has
eggs, 2 tablespoonfuls
yeast, butter the given relief in ev<!ry case. One man took
Thal Wonderful Remedy for
size of an egg. Warm the milk, and mix six bottles, and was cured of Rheumatism
with other ingredients
at night; in the of ro years· standing."
Abraham Hare,
the value of which many ladies in this vimorning turn into muftin rings or drop on Druggist, Bellville, Ohio, affirms: "The cinity can testify to, is still for sale bv
tins, and bake a light brown. To be eaten best selling medicine I have ever handled
Mrs. H. H. BURBANK, Canton, Me.
with butter for breakfast.
in my 20 years' experience, is Electqc Trial
Package
Free.
4-46
Thousands of others have addBREAKFAST BuNs.-One
cup of yeast, Bitters."
so that the verdict is Envelopes.
one cup of milk, one cup of sugar, flour to eel their testimony,
unanimous that Electric Bitters do cure all
make a batter.
Let it rise over night,then
In stock at the 'felephone Office. which
all priuted. at Lowest
add one-half cup of melted butter, flour to diseases of the Liver, Kidneys or Blood. will be fnrnished
Prices.
Letter Heads, Note Heads, and
knead it, and let it rise again, then roll Onlv a half dollar a bottle at Reynolds'
Drug
Store,
Canton,
Me.
(2)
all
kinds
business
stationery.
Send now.
and cut into cakes, and let them rise again.

Ev11tl
.ll8$1rtl(f
Lucas & Bishc,p wislws to inform the public that they are prepared to fnrnish
anything in their line at Boston prices, as they exchanges
;roods manufaetnred
by
themselves for goods in tl1e Watch and Jewelry line. which enables them to 0o·ive
better prices than ever. Just co11sider some of our prices.

WANTED!

We will sell Wm. Ellery 11 je1,elled key winding Watches, 3-ounce silver case,
for $12.00. • Broadway 7 jewelled in ~ilver case, for $8.00-nickcl
case $6.50. No.
7 Elgin. 7 jmvels, in nickel case for $(i.50, in Rilver case $R.OO. No. 13 El.rin, in 3ounce silver case for $12,00.
Rockford, Hampden,
and Illinois Watcl~ Co.'s at
proportio1rntely low prices.
Knights of Labor Pius from 35 cents to $2.00.
We
also have a fine line of Knives, Forks and Spoo11s at the following prices:
KNIVES-Rogers'
Plate Go .. $2.50.
FORKS-Rogers'
Co .. 3.50.
SPOONS-'fea,

Best, $4.00; 2d, $3.50.

$3.00 per dozen;

Desert,

$!.00;

$2.00;

Standard

Standard

$1.00 per pair; Table.

Silver

Silver

Plate

$1.15 per pair.

Masonic. Odd Fellow. and all other <'mblems at low prices for cash.
We have
fuJI line of Chains, Charms, Bar pins, Pins and Drops, either in plate, crape, jet,
stone or solid gold.
Anything we do not have in stock we can fnrnish at short notice.

Fine

Watch Repairing
in all its branclies,also Sewing Jv.fachzne and
11/fodels built at short notice, and all kinds small Jl/facltine
iVork done £n a workmanlike
manner.

ORANGE
BLOSSOM
!
FEMALECOMPLAINTS,

10,000,

Sheffield,

A 1, $6.00; Wallace Brothers',

Lucas & Bishop,

Opposite the Depot,

E. W. ALLEN,
TEACHER

Canton, Me.

Canton. Pl M ~LE$. \~:~f~;a~r(:R!E1e~
stflmp, a receipt for a simple
,

OF VOCAL MUSIC.
I have Peerless a11dStanley orgnn which
I sell at reasonable prices;· warranted for
five years. Tnose in want of an or~an or
piano will do well to call on or address
the above. 'l'hese organs are well made
in every respect,quickin
action,brill}ant
in tone, and voiced so they are easv to
sing with.
They are second to none.

1~

r

BALMthat

will HEMO\'EVEGEABLE
BLO'l:c1-rnl AfLA!J~fE1tJt
ET~'.~\~;v!;;

the sk m soft, clear and beautiful.

l:',,

Touch!witl1; this compo~md the soft lily cheek,

And the,bnght glow will best its virtues speak.

1
~

1

f1~l:
~~~c~~ds'l~~cl~~d~~~!t~

}~~;~~aA~a;~~~

A. D. STEllPEL,60 Ann St., New York,
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A DARINGRAID;
A Thrilling

Episode
of the Civil
War
Retold,

How the Mitchall Raiders Undertook a
Desperate Job and Failed.
A chanter of the war, one of the most
thrilling- and pathetic stori.c~ of adventure ever written, is revived in a report
made to the last House of Representatives, by the committee on pensions.
The bill on which the report is founded
was to extend the provisions of a certain
act granting an increase of pension to
the only survivors of the l'llitchcll raiden.
In April, 1862, General 0. M.
Mitchell had advanced his column as far
south as Sheluyville, Tenn.
On the
west the battle of Shiloh had just bec::i
determined in favor of the Union arms.
At tlie east McClellan was threatening
an advance upon Ric!cmond. Opposed to
these two armies the South had concentrated their full strength.
The
importance of seizing and holding Chattanooga as a strategic point on the great
railroad line between the cast and west
was deemed vital. The "Mitchell raiders," a body of men twenty-one in num•
her under command of J. Andrews,
we;e selected by General Mitchell to
undertake the desperate enterprise of
pcnetrnting 200 miles south into tbr.
heart of the enemy's country to endeavor
to destroy the railroad bridges between
Chattanooga and Atlanta.
If successful
this would cut off the advance of troops
of the South while l\Iitchell moved his
army down to capture Chattanooga. The
soldiers of this forlorn hope, dressed in
citizens' clothes, set out by twos and
threes to meet at Marietta, Ga. Their
plan was to take passage on some nor~hbound train, overpower the guard, seize
the eno-ine and burn bridge~ and tear
up tra~ks behind them as they dashed
along.
The first part of the programme was
successful. While the train was stopped
for breakfast, leaving the engine unguarded, at a signal the raiders, who
had bought iickets and Leen traveling as ordinary passengers, sprang into
the cab, pulled the valve open, and
drew out with an engine, tender and
three cars. A few moments placed the cx11.ltingparty beyond any seeming danger of
Eucccssful pursuit, because there was no
telegraph and no other en~inc at hand.
U nf ortunatcly, however, .l\Iitcbell's ad'fance bad alarmed the Southerners, and
the rollino- stock auout Chattancoga bad
been orcle~ed South, out of clanger. The
forlorn hope 011the captured train wera
met by these trains. Andrews, iu charge
of the party, represented himself as a
Confederate officer who bad impressed
the train for milit,iry purposes, and he
111uccccdcc1
in allaying all suspicion, bat
was compelled to wait m:rny minutes,
losing precious tima, while extra trains
were passing. The corn! uctor of the
cnptureu train w,n a rnnn n[ great action
and cncr,vy and ,,·ithout waiting for his
Lreakfas~ '1iest:irle,l out on foof; in pursui :. By ~0111e •·vi1 fate he reached a
n:in~-C:tr.
~l.:u at'1 .:!· tr,,v,Jlling
n. while

FO.ll FARM AND GA.ROEN,

A Profitable Team.
1863, when ex-Senator WiHiam Pitt
Kelloc,O" then justice ,:,f the supreme
court "or' Nebraska, happened to be on
his way ,vest, as he tells the story hims~lf to the Cincinnati Times-Star's Washing-ton correspondent, be stopped i,1 Illin~is, at a place where he had a pair of
horseg, Ile was sick and thought he
would bairn his tcnm and drive to Nebraslrn, which he did, with the following
result:
He arrived in Omaha with the foam;
and while he was holding court there
Ben Chapman, an old bachelor, was constantly borrowing the team. Mr. Kellon'(, did not know what to do with the
to:~ after he had finished bis court
work, and had made arrangements _to
board them. But Chapman came to him
one day and offered to trade off some
land for the team. They drove out to
the land, wh;-ch was a sixteen-acre
tract. They made the trade while they
were there. Mr. Kellogg took ten acres
of the tract at $60 an acre, th<l team,
harness and wagon being counted at
ii'.500. In a few months he purchased the
other six acreg at $100 an acre. Thi:9
was in '63. He has hclcl on to a part of
the land with great persistence since that
time, parting only as under pressure
from his agent at Omaha, with occasional sales of small portions.
His holding last year was reduced to three acres.
Ile solcl seven-eighths of an acre out of
tbis tract for $38,000. He took that
$38,000 and invested in a piece of prop•
erty in the northwest of Washington,
known as the widow's mite property. Ho
paid $40,000 as the purchase price.
Ile was offered a few days ago $100,000
in cash for this Washington
purchase.
He can sell out the balance of his real
estate tract in Omaha at any time for
$200,000. So the team stands him in
to day a clean profi.t of over $300,000.

Cowa

that

p:iy.

If a whole herd of say twenty cows
will average 10,000 pounds of milk
without weeding out or testing individual cows, the11 in all probability at least
ten of them yield 6,000 pounds, and
perhaps the other ten only 4,000 pounds
each. In such a case it is easy to sec
says the National 8tockman, that the
best ten cows pay a liberal profit, but
half of this is lost in making up the deficiency of the otner ten. It is good
practice to weigh the milk of each cow once
a week for the season, and then weed out
those that do not come up to a profitable
yeild.
A Uemedy

Cor the

Cabba::e-Worm.

An experiment tried Ly C. C. Young,
of IIenry County, 0., results in the
discovery that unlcachcd wo0l1 ashes
prevent the ravages of the caul.Jagc worm
and the deposit of eggs by the millc:rs.
He says: i •I took dry, unleachcc1 wood
ashes, full ~tre-ngth, nnd splashed right
on top of each plant, from haif to a full
shovelful, determined to kill the woi·m
if it killed the cabba~e (which was sure
of total destmetioa ill a11y way, if no
better remedy could be found than had
been applied), and, to my satisfaction
and almost astonishment, the first appliCltion proved a radical cure, killing almost instantly ev~ry worm touched by
the ashes. I took pains to jar the plant
by hitting it lightly with my foot, to
shake the ashes thoroughly between the
leaves, to be sure to make soap of every
worm. The plants were not only uninjured by the ashes, but started with
new life and energy.
The swarm of
millers which had constantly hovered
over the patch seemed to leave i11disgust,
and no further trouble was experienced
fvr several weeks, but a rapid nod unmolested growth of the plant insued.''[Rurnl Record.

A Mind Reader in New Zealand.
Cn1·e oC Hree,llnar Sows.
The 'Editor's
Drawer" i,n Harper's
When the sow has been properly fed
contain3 this story about Bishop, the on coarse and cooling foods, so that she
mind reader: ,Vhile in New Zealand the is not in a feverish condition, she may
Kin"' of the J\Iaoris was so desirous of be expected to do well unless overfed
vic;ing an exhibition of the Profcssor'.s after th~ pigs are born. This is often
unusual powers that be obtained a pri- the case, and the dfaets are very injurivate seance. After some parleying it ous. Strong food of any kind should be
was decided that his dusky highness avoided, as it tends to inflame the blood,
himself should conceal an article which which is always, at such a time, in a
Bishop was to discover. 1\Ir. Bishop was more or lcsi feverish cohdition.
This
taken
from
the
room,
and fact is quite too often overlooked, anu
on
the
Maori
King's
sigthe owner thinks he must brace up his
nifying bis readiness, the minc1-rcac1cr
sow with plenty of good food. This 1s
was brou,...ht blindfolclcc1 into tho k,ngly
the very worst thing that he could do,
presence :nd at once bcga11 the search•
as it ove-r-stimulatcs the milk glands,
In a few minutes .JIIr. B shop turned to and thus inflames the udders.
the monarc:.•s mouth as the pince where
,vhcn the udders are inflamed they
the article was concealed. 1I1s Iligharc verv sore and the sow will often rencss grnntcd an cm.phntic dissent to the
furse t~ let the pigs suck, although she
p!acc locate 1 by th,) Professor as conwill lie down frequently.
In jumping
tain_ing the articie for which he was i11
up she is sure to step on some of the
search. Bishop in5istcd that it was tl1err,
pigs and e thcr kill them outright, or
and finall,y demanded that the royal
injure them bl\l1ly. The sow should be
mouth should be opened wide. After
in such a condition of health, that she
cousiclcral.Jle rcfu ,al ancl persever: ng
will not get up for hours after the pigs
persistence on the part of the King anc1
arc born, nor while they ara being bern.
the Professor, the mouth was slowly and
Tllis is the natural course, and when a
rcluctnntly opened. The next insta11t,
sow has the run of a field and can get all
however, the King began to cough
the gru~s she wants prcviom to the ti::nc
vio'.cnily, which resulted in a button
of farrowing, she will not leave her nest
being expelled.
The King, finding tho
~:!cce .!de 1 in g ·ti j n~ a iuco1noti vc from
place had bee11 correctly located, at- for two or three days. Under such cir11 private ,rack.
'1Yhen the rnidcrs dis- tempted to swallow the button, and cumstances she seklom loses a pig, and
rarely has any trouble with her udders.
coverccl that they were being pursuod, a thus defeat the determined mind-reader.
desperate chase ensued, preventing the What might have happened to Bishop It is not the size of the udders which
makes the inflammation, but the condi.slightest chance for any destructive
had the Maoris lost their King, is ono of
work. After a run of 100 miles, the those things we tremble to contem- tion of the blood; although when the
udders arc large, tho fio N of milk is
captured locomotive had to I.Jc aban- plate.
usually in proportion,
and tho food
doned, white the Unioo soldiers scatshould be reduced to a little thin slop
tered through the woods.
Birtb1ilacc of' Abraham.
Not far from Aleppo is situ:itcd tho. for a few days. It should be gradually
The pursmt was relentless, and the
whole party was captured after enduring little town of Orfah (the ancient Ur of increased for a week or ten clays before a
terrible sufferings. They were denounced the Cha\clcc.;), which is of great histori- full feed is given. An excess of milk
as spies, chained to;::etbcr by twos by cal interest, it having been the birth- will cause the udders to become bard,
the neck, and thrust into a dungeon ia place of the patriarch A.braham. There stop the flow, and dry up the secretion.
Chattanoogn.
The twenty-one
men arc few Jews in the place, but the .A.rabs When a sow has had this krnc1 of trouble
were confined for three weeks in an still point out a small building lying once 1 she is unfitted for a mother and
outside the town, which they declare to shou ld be fattened. -[ American Agriculapartment thirteen feet square, without
the slightest accommodation
and with be the house wherein Abraham first saw turist.
but scant provision.
When released the licrht and which they therefore term
Jtn.1·m and Garden
:Notea.
for trial from the dark and noisome B~lt El Chalil (the house of the friend
Nobody has seen ground harrowed too
prison cell they were so blinded by the of Goel.) It is most improl.Jable that much as a preparation for wheat, for it
light of day that for hours they could the actual house should have stood for is hardly possible to get too fine tilth.
not
sec. Andrews, the leader. was these thousands of years, but the buildA good fodder cutter will more than
hanged as a spy. The rest were removed ing in question is of great antiquity.
pay for its cost in a single winter season,
to Atlanta, where several more were By its present pwncr, an Arab peasant, and it sh ,u'..d be kept in constant use.
hanged as spies. One man was given as well as the Arabs generally, it is held
Oats arc the best grains for calves in
100 lashes on his bare Lack and the bal- in the utmost veneration, the more so their fi-r.;t winter, and they have best
since
it
is
feared
that
within
a
few
years
ance were put back into prison. At the
effect when well moistened before feedend of six months several had died, and it will fall to the ground. -[Jewish
ing.
Chronicle. _______
_
after eleven mouths the few survivors
If swine are to be kept on the farm
were rclca5cd by exchange.
The extrathe best profits will be found in the
Could Hurry When He Il.1d 'l'o.
ordinary enterprise in which these men
:finest !Jreeds that ru11 into matured meat
When Sherman was near Resaca, he the first year.
engaged, the dangers they incurred and
Try crude petroleum, which will cost
their gallantry aud devotion. to the encountered a stream which he wanted
ubcut ten cents a gallon, as a wood preUnion cause entitled them to recogni- to cross quickly, but the Confederates
tion. All but four of them arc receiving burned the bridge.
Gen.
Sherman scrvative. Applied to fences and wood
pensions trndcr the general law. The asked the superintendent of the con- that rests upon the ground, it will add
ethers provided for by the bill are struction train bow long it would tako years to the wear.
Wilham Knight, Jacob Parrott, ,Villiam to replace the bridge.
It is a mystery to many farmers how n
R~ddick anu John Whollom.-[Chicago
"About four days," was the reply.
crop grown 011 a ~oil can i1upart to it
lkralcl.
''Sir," said. the General, "I will givo more than it takes from it. '.ro unucryou forty-eight hours or a positi?,n in . stand this, it is enough to state that but
The sar1clest period in a girl's life is
tho front ranks before the e~cmy.
a small portion ot the clover plant comes
when she is too old to piny with her
The bridge was completed m tho two from the soil.
dolls and too young to han a beau.
days allowed.--[Chicago
Ledger.
1
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CLIPPINGS FOJt '.l'HECURIOUS.

Poultry should have a certain propoP.
lion of salt in their food as well as animals as it is necessary to th c promotiou

Carpets was first introduced
land in the eighth century.

of b;alth and thrift.
Keep on gathering

The year 476 A. D. dates the fall of
R
E
.
the grea~ Western o.man < mp1re.
Shakespeare and Cervantes d1ed on
the same day, i. c. , April 23, 1616.
In Kentucky last year nearly 5,000,000
bushels morn of corn were raised than
in 1885.
Ten, coffee and choc0lato were introduced into Englancl during the reign of
Charles IL

and planting nuts.
d
nu~hetr~~:geis
1~J;.c~l:y c:;~ir::s!~!ut:::·
nothinO' more or less thnn false alarm
sounded by the careless operator.
An English gardener advises trapping
ants with bones upon which some meat
has been left, and dipping occasion~lly
in bot water. For "slugs and wrneworms" he uses pieces of potato or car-

!

into Eng-

rot.
Stored electricity, for illumination in
It is folly to use poor mares for breed.
• ·
the Pcnnsylin"' purposes, mares that are not well de- ra1l"'."ay. cars, ism use on
veloped or have viciou9 tendencies, or I vama railroad.
1 k.
in common sense as they as
The British Medical Journal repo1ts a
are
mg sires, have the ' power ' of case of po1eonrng_
• •
f rom th e accidental
well ac
as their
..
transmitting such quali tics to their off- swallowing of a piece of au amlme penspring.
cil.
Parker Earle thinks there has been yet
The vintage of California will this year
no absolute overproduction of good fruit,
amount to over 19,000,000 gallons, onebut the came of low prrces is defective
seventh of which will be turned into
distribution.
When fruit, by cheap and brandy.
rapid transportation, is brought ~ithin
The Mexican army, when on a war
the reach of everybody, there will be footing, has 160, l)63 men, divided as
no:,e too much.
follows: Infantry, 131,522; cavalry, 25,For the practical production of pork 690, and artillery, 3000.
!hcrn is no need of fancy breeding.
So
An English agricultural paper tells ot
many raisers of the standarJ braeds can
a duck whose egg-laying record is as
be found within a short journey of al.
follows: In 1878 she laid 211; iu 1879,
most any farmer, that he need not lack
143; in 1880, 145; in 1881, 155; in
for a boar quite similar to his ''type"
1882, 84; in 1883, 30; total, 769.
without breeding to one closely related.
The abolition of slavery ia the British
Never place fresh eggs near lard,fruit,
cheese, fish or other articles from which colonies wag consummated in 1383.
Thus were emancipated 800,000 slaves,
any odor arises. The eggs are extremely
active in absorbing power, and in a very and £20,000,000 was appropriated for
short time they are contaminated by the the compensation of their masters.
The earliest watch known was called
particles of objects in their neighborhood
The odd name
by which the pccu:iar and exquisite taste th~ ''Nurewbcrg Egg."
o-iven to these watches was due partly to
of a new laid egg is destroyed.
fhc
city
where
they
were
made, and
There is no doubt but that lfasccd oil
partly to their shape, which resembled
will destroy scale and improve the health
of trees. In a few cases it bas been de- an egg.
structive, evidently from the use of
What is called the Lombard League
mineral 011 and not pure linseed oil. The was formed in 1167, and secured by the
purity of the article should be asccr- peace of Constance in 1183 the indepcntained. 'l'rees that have sHffercd badly deuce of the few Italian cities. The refrom scale often get hidebound.
A. slit_ publics of Venice, Genoa, Pias, etc.,
ting up and down with the prani~g
date from this period.
knife will set them on tbdr feet agam.
The Cape of Good Hope was so name~
Bloat in calves is really an acute at- by King John If. of Portugal, after it
tack of indigestion, which often proves had been doubled by Diaz for the prosfatal almost immediately.
Taken in pcct of a sea route to Iudia, which it
time it may I.Jcrelieved by a tcilBpoonful opened ten years later, or in 1498. Da
each of baking soda and ground ginger
Gama realized the hopeful augury of the
dissolved in a quarter pint of boiling name by reaching Iudia by this route.
water and poured down the calf's throat.
The principle sacred books, or bibles,
To do this a long necked bottle may be of the worlJ are: The Koran of tho
used. Rub the stomach briskly, and l\Iohammedans, the Tri Petikcs of the
make the calf move about, if possible, to Buddhists, the Five Kings of the Chi~
get ncl of the wind.
nese the three Vedas of the IIindoos,
Red spider is quite a common enemy the 'Eld os of the Scandinavians, the
among house plants, and can only be Zcnd Avesta of the Persians, and the
well dealt with by free applieatiGns of Scriptures of the Christians.
water with a sponge 01· otherwise. Its
With regard to glacier ice, a curioub
presence is noticeable by a grayish discoloration on the under side of the spcculahon has recently been made, acleaves. Then it one looks S'haiply, he cordino- to which the Alctsch Glacier,
situated between th~ Jungfrau and the
may see the very mi,,utc and sprightly
insects of a brown color. In the case of valley of the Haute Rhone, if it were cu
into blocks of the size of the Paris Boursc
the larger ]duels, like uphis, scale and
mealy bug, the thumb nail is the most and these blocks were put side by side,
would furnish rnfJ:icient ice to form a'
useful ao-cnt in their destruction.
Orcha~u trees generally get too much double ring round the earth along the
pruning. In young trees only thin· out equator. Most of the Swiss glaciers a~e
far too difficult of access to make it
so as not to have the main leaders crossshoutd ever b6
ing or interfering with one another, or probable that they
utilized for industrial purposes.
when a few shoots grow much stronger
than 1'lC rest, cut these away. I insist
on all the branches in young trees growing only on a periect equality.
On older
trces which have been in bearing a number of years it will often benefit to cut
away a large portion of the bearing limbs.
There are many farmers who seem not
to realize how much they lose during the
year that a little forethought would prevent. They will admit that the way in
which they feed a certain lot of pigs, for
instance, waste som<l of the food, but
appear to think that the loss is so little
each day that it does not amount to anything. They would be surprised if they
should ascertain how large a sum represen ts at the end of the year the total of
these small losses each day. Providing a
better feeding piace to save the food
wasted, and giving better shelter that
will n:ffect a saving in the amount requircu to keep the pigs gaining will in
many places save a handsome sum during
the year.
Some p,?ople think tbnt if a certain
quantity of feed will keep an animal in
good condition twice as much will keep
an animal twice as well. Now this is a
grave mistake, for whe11 an animal gets
too much feed it suffers immediately.
:i\Iany of the diseases that fo,\.Is arc subjccted to come from overfeeding.
A
fowl that is stuffed with food docs not
digest properly.
The digestive organs
become weak and diseases follow, foremost among them being the dreaded
cholera. This is simply a fever caused
chidly by indigestion.
°\'Vh:11 a fowl
becomes fat from o-vcrfeeding the blood
i, poisoned an(l the system becomes disordered. One sick bird poisons another
and thus the disease spreads.

l

A Joke on Tennessee Soldiers.
Tennessee troops were the butt of.
much joking among union soldiers durino- the war on the ground that they
n.c~er shut a door and had feet that
would astonish a Chicago girl; the
neo-lect to shut doors was explained by
Tc';messeans on the ground that thetr
climate was so sulubrious that they had
no need of doors except as luxuries. But
they never quite got over the story a
Yankee prisoner told at Belle Isle about
their big feet.
"It was at Petersburg,:•
was the prisoner's story, "that our bxigade met a 'l'ennessee regiment and
poured hot shot into them for about an
hour. We knew we were doing terrible
execution, because we could see their
guns dropping out of their h,mds.
But
somehow none of them dropped over.
Presently we charged, and when we
came up to their line, we found that
what remail'led of it were dead men. We
had to knock them over with the butts
of our muskets, because their big feet
wouldn't let them fall down. "-[New
York Tribune.
-------Tito Unruly Member.
A gooc1 deal is heard from time to
time as to the length and strength c:Jf.
the hnttan tongue. It is now stated on.
tho authority of Dr. Macnlhter, Prof~
sor of anatomy at the University of Cambridge, that, if the fibres contained in
a man's tongue were placed end to end;
they would reach eight miles,and if th ey
were nil strung together, they would be
capablEJof lifting ·~hrec hundre d ,~eight.
The professor in th;s way s3 ~d it was
possible to account for some of th e man,
ners of the unruly member,
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Deluded.
Happy Is he who bears, with brow elate,

Above the tumult of the unheeding throng,
The plaudits of the Future, clear and
strong,
Down the long centuries reverberate,
Though unrememl:ered bo his common fate;
Content to leave a heritage of song,
To after ages who can do no wrong;
Content, though never gained, Fame's crown
to wait.
Dupe of his dreams, what matter if not his,
Dim in tbe crimson gold and purple gloom
Of some cathedral vast, that honored tomb
Whose stones the pilgrim nations kneeling
kiss.
Slumbers be not less sound though overhead
On a forgotten mound tho grasses spread.
-[Cornbill Magazine.

A DOORAJAR.
It was all over; past

and done with
forever; not a hope remained.
Iuez
Cameron b::d plucked them one by one
from his heart in her cool, stately, graceful way, half an hour before, when she
declined his hand and offered him her
frienclshp, in the dim, sweet-scented
glen, which he could see from the wind9w at which he sat.
"Friendship
from her!" he muttered
savagely, while a burning wrath :flamed
in his dark eyes. "Did sho think I had
been her slavo for almost a year to be
content with that at last.? As truo as
there is a heavcu above me, she allowed
me to think she cared. I was no fool to
say such words as I said to-day to her,
unless I had been encouraged!
You
have tuught mo a lesson, my fair- -faced
Inez. 1 stukc my hopes of an earthly
heaven on no woman's smile hereafter;
and I dangle no lobgcr in your train,
lovely as you uncloul.Jlcdly are, and dainty and dazziing.
I doubt if I ever take
any fair lady to reign here. Whl'n Sister Nettie and her host of friends depart
in a month's time, I will go roaming
once more. No man cares for his homo
when his heart is as heavy as mine is.»,::
The shadows gathered and lengthened,
but Guy Handel sat silent and miserable,
trying to crush down the regrets-trying
to bury the corpse of his love-dream.
It was bitter to him, this rejection by
the girl he had wooed in such a princely
fashion; whom he, perhaps, had reason
to think he could wrn.
Life seemed a very poor and barren
possession to tho stalwart young owner
of that fine old homestead,
while a summer twilight gathered its soft draperies
about him, and still he forgot that it
was time to dress for dinner, and his
sister and friends would wonder where
he lingered when they came clown
l)rescntly.
Suddenly II low, sweet, soothing
melody sto!c to him therc--the
air of 11
tender old ballad, played lowly, by some
dainty fingers.
Somehow the music soothe-J. the pain
in his heart, comforted him in a strange
manner, as though the white hands that
toyed with the kcyes had left a tender
touch on his forehead.
"I wonder who is playing?" he thought.
"Whoever it is, I hope she will eon tinue.
I wish she would sing."
As if his wish had been heard a voice
took up the words of tl1e old song, and
sent them to him sweetly where he satsad, tender, yearning words which made
his eyes grow dim t\S he listened.
"I wonder who she is? I do not
recognize the voice," he said to himself,
and then, rising, he quietly crossed fo
the door, which was ajar, and looked
into the drawing-room.
In the twilight he saw a slight girlish
figure at the piano, clad in pale amber.
The face was turned from him, but _he
knew by the slim willowy figure, the
masses of rich auburn hair, that it was
Inez Cameron's lame cousin, Hilda Dallas.
"How sad the girls voice is 1" he
thought.
"How· intensely sad] Yet
she has always seemed bright and cheerful when I noticed her. I fear I rarely
did notice her, poor afflicted child!"
Just then the drawing-room
door
opened and Inez Cameron entered.
Guy watched her with
passionate
ndoration antl bitter regret in his c yes as
she went and stood near her cousin.
"Don't sing that
doleful
thing,
Hilda " she said in her slow tones of
,sil-;.er.' ''Even though you may be fool
-enourrh to love a man who doesn't care
at all for you, there is no need for you to
sing that forlorn ballad with your heart
in your voice."
The music had crashed into a discorcl,
then stopped.
The g1rl on the piano stool wheeled
.about so that Guy saw her face; antl
from his heart he pitied Hilda Dallas
·when he sa-w her pained eye3 and colorless face.
Ay, nnd something which was not
love stirred his hcm-t for tho fair bluo-eycd
,beauty who stood serenely there, her lip
curling j.;st a little, her blue and golden
,draperies falling 11bout her in such graceful folds.

"What do you me:1,n7" questioned the
lame girl in a quick vclce of pain.
":::
<lon't love anybody; I-"
"Bah!" cut in the blonde's
silvery
tones.
"You love Mr. Guy Handel, and
have known it for a long time.
He cares nothing at all for youhe
F.carcely
secs
you;
to-clay
he askccl me to bccom~ his wife. Now,
perhaps, you realize what a little simpleton you are."
The auburn head was lowered sµddonly, and two white littlo hands wcro
flung over Hilda's
colorless face.
A
moment after, und Guy caught the sound
of quick sobbmg, mingled with the low
ripple of laughter from Inez.
"Oh, I didn't accept him," pursued
the :flute-like tones of the woman he had
thought almost an angel.
"I don't care
to Lury myself in this clull old place,
and besides, I know Mr. Jarvis was very
much pleasod with me, and he's worth
half-a-million."
It all passed through to where Guy had
stood so long, spell-bound; unconscious
that he should not stand there. Touched
lo the soul by the passionate weeping of
of Ililda, love dying in his heart for Inez
•-it all camo to him, through the distance between, because fate had ordained
that the door &hould be for half an hour
ajar.
The Jame girl had subdued her emotion, picked up her crutch, and left the
drawing-room before the young man recovered presence of mincl enough to
gliclc quietly away and gain the !::all by
a11othcr door.
That night his guests were rather surprised to fiDd that their handsome host
scarcely left llilclu Dallas for a momont;
and perhaps some of 'them noticed also
how sweet her face was, with its changing color and great shy eyes of purple
with a touch of pathos in their velvet
depths; that night, for tho first time,
Guy saw beauty in another face than that
of Inez Cameron-and
for the first time a
dull jealous pain made the beautiful
blondo realizo that she wculd purchase
half a million at too great a cost did she
give in exchange for it the love of Guy
Ilnndol.

It was months later;

*

Mrs. Nettie Lennox and the gay party she had brought
with her for the summer to her old home
were about to sc;tter themselves in diffcren t di rec ti ons.
Many an idyl had had its begnning in
those glad days of heat and sunshine,
and a few p'casant
love dreams had
died, that which Inez C,tmeron had so
carelessly laughed down a month before
was in its shroud and coffin, and a
warm, living love was stirring in every
pulse of Guy, as, in the hush of a still
cveuing, he and Inez came face to face
in the very spot which once saw him
plead eloquently with her for her love.
She was rarely, dangerously lovely as
she smiled at him, but no pulse in his
heart stirred never so faintly while he
turned to walk with her.
"No," she said softly, "let us remain
here, Guy-right
here whero I was so
unkind to you some weeks ago.
You
wiil forgive it all, will you not? I reacl
my own heart more clearly now, and I
know I made a sad mistake."
Her fair
face was full of a warm color as she laid
her hand on his arm and whispered,
"You
understand me, do you not,
Guy7"
He looked· just a little bit confused
under the beautiful tender eyes.
"I have nothing to forgive," he answerod.
"You were not more unkind to
me than most women lire under like circumstances."
''But-but
I was unkind to myself,"
she faltered.
"I made a sad mistake,
•Guy; it is not too late-if
you love me
still--"
Generously he interrupted her there.
"I am to be your cousin some day,"
he said softly, feeling as though he was
dealing a blow on the flushed beauty of
her dainty face.
"Hilda 'bas promised
to become my wife."
"Hilda Dallas r'
There ·was passionate pain, incredulity,
woncler, in the silvery tones.
"You will marry Hilda 7 But you do
not love her-you who loved me a month
ago 1 Tell her the truth and she will release you; she is generous."
"She is the girl I love," he uttered
sternly.
"She is true and tender, and
more to me than any being on earth.
Make no mistake, Miss Cameron, I cared
for you when we last met here, but an
hour after we had partcd--,\"hile yet the
wound was fresh and smarting-I
knew
what folly such an affection was for me
to cherish.
From words which I overheard you say, I was convinced that
you had made no mistalrn in rejecting
me, but did it because Mr. Jarvis was
pleased with you and had half a million.
An hour after you had SJ urned my love,
it wa.s dead in my life; another, pure
and sweet, a!!~ te9.d_e!, stole to JllC

through a door njar, and I thank Heaven
MARVELOUSCHANGES.
for tho gift. Miss Cameron I think
What the ~r!gs"e
Those who
somebody is coming; compose yourIs tb's country unce>ns~10uslyundergoing
seif."
a ,vondorful change, is the change to take
She forced the color l;Jack into he
place before we are aware of tha fact, and
ace and stillcq. the trembling
of her when it has taken place will we wonder why
we did not see it before it was too late 1
figure as a slight halting form app~ared
Those that see the changes early avail
themselves early, and thereby receive benedown the isle of shade.
fit.
Guy hastened forward, met Hilda, and
The shrewd iron man sees the iron interest transferred from Pittsburg and Penndrew her hnncl through his arm.
sylvania to Birmingham,Alabama, and in his
"My darling," said he to her, "I have far-sightednes3 mes the furnace3 in Pennsylseen Dr. Blank about your ankle, and he vania torn down ana de3arted for this new
and prolific field. It is claimed by the iron
says there is a surety of cure if you will men of Alabama that the low P.rice at which
place yourself, under his care for half a iron cau be prodnced there will revolntion•
\Zethe iron interests of the world.
year.
What will you do, my •littlo
Wet.ave seen tbe grain-growing centres of
this country shifted to the West. We have
sweetheart?''
seen the pork-packmg industry flit from
"I will do whatever you desire, dear Cincinnati to Chicago, and from thence to
Kan,as City anrl Omaha. Scwtbern cott'.ln
Guy," she answered softly, and in the mills
undersell N9w England and American
.
dimness of the little glen he bent and markets. and challen;:.ethe world.
We have seen a:id are seein-; all tbts take
kissed her, unmindful of the blue burn- place before our eyes, and know that other
changes
are
taking
place
equally
as
prom•
ii,.g eyes upon him, which belonged to
inent and we wonder a, we behold them.
the woman who but loved when she had Ten years ago tllo insurance companies only
required an analysis of the fluids wbeu they
lost him.
were taking insurance for very large
Six months later Hilda flung aside her amounts.
To-day no first-class company
v,,ill insure any amount unless they b!l-ve a
crutch and marriod Guy.
Inez married
rigid analy,is of the lluids passed, and 1f any
Mr. J:1rvis.
traces of cortain disorders are apparent, the
application is rejected. Iu their reports
they show that \be death o~ si_xtyof everr
.Bee Raising In Russia.
100 reople in this country, 1s ctue either diBee raising is carried out to a great rectly or indirectly to s:1c-bdisorders. The
Brompton Hospital for Consumptives, Lonextent in Russia, the annual production
0
being valued at two and a quarter millions of dol:ars; the expenditure is chief- orders of the kidneys.
Among s~ientists for the_ treatm_ent ?f
ly made by the dominant Greek church,
this dread malady the question JSbemg dJSthe ceremonies of which require such a cussed:
"ls not this disorder the real c:\Useof oon•
large consumption of wax candles as to eumption'f"
Teu years airo the microscope was somegreatly favor this branch of rural econo- thing
seldom found in a physician's office:
my in Russia, and preserve it from the nowe,ery physician of standing has o_neand
visits bis patients without callmg for
incline to which it is exposed in other seldom
a sample of fluids for examination.
Why i3 all this/ Is it possible that we
countries, from the increasing uso of
the pres.,nt generation are to d:ie
stearine, oil, gas and other fluids for il- of
of diseases C'aused by
kidney d1sluminating purposes.
The poaSilnts pro- ordersl or shall we master the cause by
'\,Varner's safe cure, the only recognized
duce wax so choaply that, notwitstandspecific, and thus remove the effects? lt is
ing the consumption of this article has established beyond a doubt that a very large
greatly diminished abroad, it still con- fi?:~:~~eg;~o~Ise~::Jtd~~y;bis
t~!
tiuucS' to form an important item of the proprietors of Warner's safe cure have been
insisting that there is no sound health w~en
commci·:::e of the country; but the ex- the kidneys are diseased,. and they 1:nthus1asportation of honey ha, considerably
in- tically press then·. specific. for this terrible
disorder upon pubhc attention. We are concrcasecl, in consequence of the extended
tinually bearing its praises sounded.
This means wonders I
use of potato syrup, which has also inCannot the uropriet2rs of this great remedy,
jur8d the honey trade in the interior.
who have been warning us of the danger,
The rearing of bees is now almost ex- tell us how to avoid a disease that nt first is
so unimportant, and is so fata~ in its termiclusively dependent upon the manufacnation? Are we to hope agamst hope, and
wait without our rewardl
ture of candles for religious ceremonies,
The most significant of all changes, howand on the consumption of honey dur- ever, that we of to-day car_inote is thi~ radichange of view to which the pubhc bas
ing Lent, it being then used instead of cal
been educated: It was formerly thong ht that
sugar by the strict observers of the the kidneys were of very small importance;
we believe, it is gen~rally admitted
fasts; the government
encourages this to-day,
that there can be no such tnmg as sound
branch of rural industry, as &ffording to health in any organ if they are in the least
_____
_
the peasant an extra source of income, dei:ree dera_n.=g_ed.
and has adopted various measures for
Umbrellas.
the accomplishment of this end. With
Far back in the past, when the ancient
the view of diffusing the requisite knowl- kingdoms of Egypt and Assyria were in
their
prime, umbrellas were carried by
edge among the people of the public
the kings and nobles, not to protect
domain, beehives and a course of practi- them from the rain but from the burning
cal instruction ·upon the subj~ct of bee ray!! of the ~un_, says tho Philadelphia
culture have b,cn established at several Call. Th.e Chmesc and ,Japanese Jong,
of the crown farms, and pupils are sent long ago had their queer parasols, and
every year, at the expense of the gov. in Burmnh a man's rank is known by the
number of umbrellas Le is allowed to
crnmeut, to the special school in Tscher- cany, the king limiting himself
to
nigow, founcled for the purpose in 1828. t.wenty-four.
Jonas Hanaway introcluc~cl the um-[CuHiva_t_o_r._____
_
brella into England more than a hundred years ago. The people all made
Tile Re<l Sea.
The bright £ca suddenly bursts upon fun of him, but maybe it was because
they hadn't sense enough to get out of
us, a sail in the distance, and the blue
the wet when it rained.
mountains of Africa beyond it-a lovely
There urc more than seven millions of
vista. But when we had fairly issued umbrellas
made
every year in the
United States. 1f they were p:aced upon
into the plnin on the seashore, beautiful,
a
row,
allowing
three
feet of space for
indeed most bc:mtiful, was the view.
each, they would make a procession
The whole African coast by before us, more than three thousand miles long.
washed by the Red Sea-a vast ampb.~thcatre of mouu tains, except a space
"Very· Badly,"
where
the
watcn
were
lost
in
Simpson- "Well,
Muggins,
how's
business?"
the
distance
betwc'.!n
the Asiatic
Jl'.Iuggins
(our
artist)-"Oh,
ripping
I
and Libyan promontories.
It was the
Got a comm,ssion this morning from a
stillest hour of the da.y; the sun shone clergyman.
Wants his children painted
brightly, descending to "llis place in the bery badly."
"Well, my boy, yoo're the very man
occident;"
the tide was coming in
with its peaceful, pensive murmurs, wave for the job."
They don't speak now. -[!~dy.
after wave.
It was in this plain, broad
and perfectly smooth from the mountains
ta~~~et~e/.;~~ 0
In Bost0 n, or one

f.?MJi':,~~-

Animal Voiees Musically.
According to a book recently published by an English organist, a cow
lows in a perfect fifth and octave or
ten th; a dog barks in a fifty or fourth; a
clon key brays in a perfect octave; a horse
neighs in a descent on tile chromatic
scale. Each person has his fundamental
key in which he generally speaks, but
which he often transposes in sympathy
to other voices, or when he is excited.
Wretclted,

Indee,l,

Are those whom a confirmed tendency to biliousness, subiect to the various and changeful
eymptoms indicative or liver complaint.
Nausea, sick headache, constipation, furred
tongue, an unpleasant breath, a dull or •harp
pain in the neighborhood of the affected organ,
impurity of the blood and loss of appetite, stg.
nalizeit as one of the mo,t d stressing, I\S it is
one of the mo,t common, of m:i.la.1ies. Tho re
ls, however, a. benign specific for the disease,
and a.11its unplea.,ant manifestations. It Is
the concurrent testimony of the public and the
medical profession, that Hoste ter's Stomach
Bitters is a medicine which ach 'eves result,
speedilr felt, thorough and benign. Besides
rcctifymi:: liver disorder, it invigorates the
feeble, conquers kidney and bladder com•
plaints.and hastens the convalescenee of those
tecovering from enfeeblin~ d.neases. Moret;•er,it Is the grand specilic for fover and a~ue.
The Carnlry of the s~.a.
"What do we 1110,tneed in the line ol
getting ready for war, or for our pro~r
defence?" asked General Viele ot Ge-nera! Sheridan.
''Two things•-stcel guns and a good
navy. I have spokenalrea:ly of the guns.
As fa,· as the navy is concerned, I am in
favor of building a navy with a view to
speed and strength
combined.
The
nav_y Rhould be the cavalry of the sea."
-[Courier-Journal.
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to the sea, that tho children of Israel en- , The best cough modic!ne Is Piso's Cure
camped after leaving Elim.
What a for Consumption. Sohl c,·e~ywhere, 2u c.
glorious scene it must then have presented I and how nobly those rocks, now 1
~
so silent, must have re-echoed the song
.
•
of :Muses, and its ever-returning
chorus
•
-"Sing
ye to the Lord, for He hath
triumphed gloriously; the horse and his
rider He hath thrown into the sea."[Lord Lin_d_s...;ay_.
_____
_
HIJhed J.wards .r •..iu.
la EIU"9pe and .lmert-.
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Men.

At least Lhree men on th'e <LVBrago
jr1ry are,
b~und to ct:sac:reewith ti10 rest just to show
that they h:.iveminds of tlleir ow·,: but tllere

;~~-7~fB·~.ePJ:~~:,~i:~;~J~
,~i~j,~:.!~,~~!~ot~~
1

1

t~
Taey ara all unanirn ;us in p!O 1ounc.ng it the
best remedy in the world fo all those chro.nio
diseages, weakne~~es and c.J1nplaints pacullar
tc, their sex. It lra.ns arms tile pt\lc, l1a"{gard,
di3pirited woma.n, into ono or spa.rklinghealth. and the ringing laugh again Hreigna
supreme"

in 1he: hsnnH· hf',,,.o·•nld.

lln1nan

Calvet1,.

An exchange says: "Nine-tenths or tbe unhappy marriages result from human calves

bo,ng allow-ad \O run at la.rie in so~ietv paa,.
ture;-;." Nine-ten' h-s of the chron~c or lingering disca'3es of to•dl'ly
blood, iv;.::r con1plu.intor

originate

bi iousnms,

in impure
resulting

in scrof11la., cons 1mpt on (which is hutseroiula,
of t..he lung!'-.),sore.'3, ulcera, skin di3ea.ses and

k'ndrecl atfoctions. Dr. Pierce's ''Gold<1n
Medical Discovery" cures all these. Ot
Druggists.
Stu• geon-skln make, a <10rablC toot an!l
shoe leather.

-------

Siok and b'l ions headacl1e. an l all derangements of stomach and howe s, cnred by Or.
Pierce's uPade:s''-or
a.:1li-bihous
granules.
~ cents av al. No c··eap boxe, to <Lllow
waato
u virlues. By tlrugl,l'isis.
"Sitting on ice" is a theatrical phrase tor
a house that does not applaud.
1

0

n!tnJi~;l1~reA:l 1~~1.n!;,rfrl~sC~}'°~!~ic~~!,~
Kihner's Indian Cough Curo (Con.'i'ICfflpt-ion OU,
will 1·elieve quickli•--romove the cause and
core. Price 2oc.,50. and 1.00.

Spring Medicine
EYerybody needs and should t1ke a good spring
medicine, for two re!l.son3:
1st. Thro l>ody is now m:>ro susceptible W benaO.$
from medicine t!n.n at anr ot·1er sea ,on.
2d. ThJ tmpur.ties which have :iccumulated In the
bloodshoul:l ba expelled, aul th.-.:system given toni,
and strength, befor~ the pro;.;tratiu.; el'fe.::.ts or warD1
weather are felt.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

Is the best sprln:;r medicine !or everybody.
fies the blooi. It sharpe!ls th, appotlte.

It purl.
It tone.a
the dig~stion.
Iii overcom~s d1bllity.
It builds up
the whole system. Try it thi:; sprh1g.
"Hood's Sarsaparilla
gave me ue 1V llfe and ~estored m3 to my wont~dhealth
ant.lstren3th.."-WI.L•
LIAM.

J. CLOUGH, Tilton,

N. H.

Tones and Strengthens
''WhenIn the springI felt all run downand c1ebti.
ttated, I rou~d Hoo,l's Sarsap1rlilajust tbe mod$ctne to ba..ild me up. My wlt'e also, a!ter mucl&
physlca.l prostration, found ln 1t3 u&!lne,v llta aa:d
lastingbenefit. Uponour little girl, who had been
1tck: with scarlet fever, its effect \Vas ma.rvelon.s, en-tfrely removing the poison !rom her blood an4
restoring
her to good health .. "-E. G. Snu.TTOlt•
Swampacott, Mass..

Hood's Sarsaparl1la

Sold by a:I druggists.
$1; six for $5. Prepare4
by C. I. HOtlD & CO., Apotbec1tr!>a,
Lowell,Mu._,

I 00
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care or Horses' Feet.
Lumbago,
Backache.
Wt>aknr-ss, cold in the chesl
and all acheei and pains. Endorsed
by 5.0CX>
PhysiIt is generally conceded by horsemen cians
and Druggists o[ the highest repute. Ben~on' ■
that lameness originate chiefly in the Plasters promptly relitve and <'Ure where other
plaaters and grec,sy salves. Unlrnfnts and lotions,
nr2
nbsolut
dy
useless.
Beware
or
1mttat-lons
under
faulty treatment of the horse's foot.
8iu1 lar sonndin~ nA.mes, snch as "Capsicum,'' ·'Cnpucin.'' "Capslcf.ne," R"I they are utterly worthled
This fact suggests sevoral recommendaand intended
to dece1Vf•. AsK FOR B&sso~•s A.No
NO OTHXRS.
All Orng;lst~.
tions for the mitigation
of the evil: 'IAKE
Sis.I.BURY & ,JOH:-ISOX rror>rietors, New York.
First, bare feet. It may be stated as a
general proposition that any horse with
fairly good feet need never be shod at
all. In the barefooted horse the heels
spread out, tho frogs descend, ridges THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
l{cepine- 'l cccb Perfect nnd Gu1ns 1-lcahb;y-..!
form upon the soles, giving to the bot- Yor Liver, Bile, Indigestion, etc. Free trom MerII H bl c
d T
1
tom of the feet a good purchase upon '.l.';:-ldi
,ct~t~~"dti~•i'ifN'lYo'&':"~~w
II~~~
either a rough or smooth surface.
He -=--....=..:.------------'----soon learns to rely upon himself and so
adjusts bis equilibrium to motion that
he neither strains himself, nor slips nor
sfombles.
Horsemen have often gi,ven
this plan a short faint-hearted
trial, but
on the first manifestations
of foot soreof this country use over thirteen million cakes of
ness at the encl of a few weeks, and beProcter & Gamble's Lenox Soap in 1886?
fore the feet have become inured to the
change, usually :mve the shoes replace-cl I
Buv a cake of Lenox and you will soon understand why.
ruzain.-fSoirit
of the Turf.
/

COCKLE'S
ANTI-BILIOUS
PILLS,

THURSTOtl'S
:J~~~I
TOOTH
POWDER
1

~~9.'.i~nra.
DPluM

~~.;.,,';~e;~;:~~~~:.':

Why did the Women

I

The Lewiston Journal of last week ga,·e
one of Canton's honored citizens the following complimentary
notice:

-:(-):-PUBLISHED

THURSDAYS

AT

C:aninn. Ilxfrrrrl C:rr
.. Main:e.

Mr. Bvron C. \Vaite, a "·ell-known citizen of c"anton, has arrived at Augusta in
a somewhat excited frame of mind.
Ile
runs a privat~ ferr.l'. at Cant~n, in_ opposition to the toll-bridge,
which terry has
been prolific of almost endless ,itigation.
Ile carries his friends across the ri\'er,free,
and the toll-bridge company does not like
it. Thev say he runs his ferry to pay off
an old g~udge. It is a queer quarrel. Sen:
ator Gilbert had put in a bill to head off
Waite, by making it necessary that all fer-

Tllursfiay,
March
24,1887.
THE MAINELE3-ISLATURE.
Maine's 63d Legislature finally adjourned at 12 o'clock Thursday
night, after a
session of 72 days. A largei· volume of
work has been done this winter than fo1·
manv years betore.
\Ve shall, in a few
weeks, present the full text of all the
public laws passed, in convenient supplement form with the TELEPHONE, but will
here notice briefly some of the more important work.
The total amount of appropriations
r88 7 and i888 are $iso,ooo less than

The liquor law has been so amended
that the penalty f@r first offence is imprisonment.
Cider is not permitted to be sold for
drinking purposes.
The payment of a United States tax is
madeprimafacie
evidence of illegal ,ale
against common sellers only.
A penalty is imposed on railroad and
express employees for unloading
liquors
between regular stations.
Boards of Health are to be established
in every city and town.
Charters have been granted to water
supply companies in some 25 towns, including Canton.
An amendment to the constitut10n will
be submitted to the people in September,
r888, re-establishing annual sessions of the
Legislature;
bi-ennial elections to remain
il1' force.
The Rumford Falls & Buckfield Railroad
Company was authorized to lease its road
or make a traffic contract with or obtain
guaranty of its bonds from any other railroad corporation.
The Rumford Falls, Andover & Rangeley Lakes Railway Company was authorized to make a traffic contract with or lease
its road to the Grand Trunk Railway Company, and to isrne bonds and mortgage its
property and franchises.
The Sebago Lake & Mechanic Falls
Railroad Company was incorporated,with
authority-to build a railroad from near the
outlet of Sebago lake through the towns
of \Vindham,
Raymond,
Casco, Poland
and Minot to near Mechanic Falls.
The taking of land-locked salmon and
trout in any of the Four Ponds, Beaver or
Long ponds, or other waters in townships
D and E in Oxford county between Oct. r
and May I following in each year is prohibited.
The taking of fish from Webb's pond,its
tributaries and outlets in F1anklin county
is prohibited
for six years.
The close
time for the outlet of the pond is extended
so as to include September in each year.
in addition to the general close time as
now provided by law.
The total number of acts and resolves
passed is 559.

agitation.
l\lr. Waite has always got the
best of them, hitherto, and has become a
noted character on the upper Androscoggin.
The Legislature
indefinitely postponed
Senator Gilbert's bill, which would have
made section six of chapter t"·enty of the
Re\'ised Statutes read as follows:

Bucklen's ArnicaSalve.

DIXFIELD.

SCIENCE HILL.
The prospect o( a corn factory at Dixfield village is encouraging
the hearts of
farmers in our vicinity; also the new facton- for the manufactLJre of spools, boxes,
etc:, which will constitute one of the leading enterprises
of our town. Owing to
the abLJndance of lumber that can be furnished. we have no doubt it will be permanent.ly established, and that an impetus
may be put to our mode of transportation
by rail in the near future is anticipated by
not a few.
Bre~king roads has been the word with
An exchange says:
"Judge Bryant cf most people for the past three weeks. The
biggest snow storm of the season occurred
the Post Office Department has discovered
an ingenious swindle which some parties Feb. 24th and 25th. It is reported about
calling themselves the 'Vfechanic Manu- rs inches fell in some localities.
Mrs. A. C. Childs is on the sick list.
facturing Company of Farmington,
Me.,
Mr. James Fletcher has been quite sick
have attempted to carry on through the
for the past few weeks.
mails. They sent out circulars advertising
a corn-sheller
and a mowing machine
Melvin Holman is our fence viewer for
knife sharpener, which they would sell for the ensuing year.
two dollars each, or they woultl semi a
The meetings of the I. 0. of G. T. at
sample for one dollar to pay the expense Dixfield Centre have been postponed sevof packing, etc. Some poor fellow sent a era! nights on account of bad wt:ather undollar, and got in return a small piece of til I-ast Friday eveniAg, the 4th, they met
sheet-iron to hold in the hand and a pin and elected their officers for the present
stuck with a little emery and glue on one
quarte1· as follows:
Maurice ~lclntire, C.
end. On knowleclge of this $Windle comT.; Alex Holman, P. C.; Mrs. Emma E.
ing to the authorities it was quickly sup- Childs, V. T.; J. J. Holman, Jr., S.; Wilpressed."
lis E. Towle, F. S.; C. C. Tainter, T.; W.
W. Holman, M.; G. C. Childs, C.; HerNOTICE
FORSCHOOL
MEE'I'INJ. bert Fobes, I. G.; Emery Turner, 0. G.
They will be installed at the next regular
To the legal voters of school Dist. No. 2 meeting by the L. D. Not decided whether t'9 have installation
private or pLJbiic
in the town of Canton; Greeting:
this quarter.
New members are joining
Written application of C. A. Coolidge,
at each meetii;ig.
G. C. C.
H. H. Burbank and Alpheus Packard, beFranklin Pl.
ing legal voters in said district,
having
School in Dist. Ko. 1, clo,sed Friday. It
been made to the undersigned
as school
agent of said district, to call a meeting of was taught by Isa M. Coburn of Carthage.
Had a good lyceum
the legal voters of said district at the time and was a success.
Friday evening.
The exercises eonsisted
and place and for the purposes hereafter
of declamations, recitations, song, discusnamedThe inhabitants of said district qualified sion of question, and a most excellent paIt was an enjoyby law to vote in town affairs, are hereby per read by the teacher.
notified to meet at the school house in said able evening to all present.
Shoveling
of
sno
.v
and
breaking
of roads
district 01, Friday, March 25th, 1887, at 7
o'clock in the afternoon to act on the fol- has been the order of the day, most every
day for several weeks past. It is over and
lowing articles, to wit:
I$t.-To
choose a moderator
for said over again so much that it has come. to be
uneventful.
Still to drive "them steers"
meeting.
2d.-To see if the district will vote to -six
steers-down
the mountain
and
have their school divide.I into three de- arnund the short curves, is more exciting,
almost as pleasant, little less remunerapartments the present year.
3d.-To see if the district will vote to tive, than directing youths on the coast of
OLD Pi:;T.
make an addition to their school house, Labrador (Pond).
the walls to be of the same height of the
RUMFORD CENTRE.
present house, the lower room to be used
Mr. W. Clark of East Rumford, has isfor a prima'r_y department.
sued a call for those interested in a butter
4th.-To
see if the district will vote to factory to meet at the town house next
erect a building for a prima1·y schoel any Saturday, at I o'clock.
We trust that all
where in the district.
the farmers between Rumford Falls and
5th.-To
see if the district ·will vote to
build a walk from their school house to
the side walk.
6th.-To
see if the district will vote to
rent a room for a primary school for any
length of time.
7th.-To
see if the district will vote to
raise money for any of the above purposes,
and how much.
Dated at Cant.on the eighteenth
day of
March, 1887.
HIRAM A. ELLIS,
Agent of school Dist. No. 2 in Canton.

If you requi1·e a spring medicine, if you
are suffering with languor, debility, pimples, boils, catarrh, chronic sores, scrofuThe Argus sa)S in its sketches of Ox- la, or loss of appetite, or any disease arisford Legislators:
"J. S. Wright of Paris ing from impure blood, take Ayer's Sarsahas made· an excellent RP.publican record. parilla-the
safest and most economical of
Many times has he placed himself between all blood purifiers.
the people's money and the public robbers;
and has spoken with that candor and diAt Livermore,
Piper's bex facto1·y is
rectness that carries conviction, and has runriing an extra crew evenings.
Mr. Pimade many friends.
Ile has served as per employs thirty men and ten women.
House chairman on legal affairs, where he Ile has some of the nicest sort of female
has done much effectual work.
Paris has help.
Authorities
say that they number
not had a better representative
for many some of the prettiest girls in Livermore.
years, and ir its people are wise will send Mr. Piper is doing a big and increasing
this gentleman again either to House or business, and merits all of his success.
Senate.

THE BEST SALVE in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and posi~ively cures Piles,_or no pay required
Itl
,~ guaranteed to gn e perfect satisfaction,
or money refunded.
Price 2.5 cents per
box. For Sale By Nathan Re.\ nolds. Drug~,,t. Canton. Me.
1y51

-\Ve clip from the Journal the following:
A memento of the Androscoggin Angle Worm
Association
is
ITEMS CROWDED OUT LAST WEEK. to be seen in Baggage l\fastt-r Fardy's
room at the new Lower
:Maine CenByron.
It is a pai11tin 6 of a twoTown meeting passed off all qlliet. They tral depot.
done by Elput in a new board of Selectmen.
The a11d-s-half pound trout,
the fattest trout, Fa rely
boys were out from the woods to town lis, of Canton,
says,
that
he
or
anvbndv
else
ever ate.
meeting.
They had ,i dance
at Sam
Knapp's Monday night.
There was quite It ·was traced on l;irch ·u,Hk on being
takc>n fro:n the water.
It is an aldern good company out.
Ellis,
The school is keeping at the Mott house m:rnic tro11t, with ptirtly belly.
the
painter,
did
a
goud
joh, and bein John Hough ton's Dist. There are six
tween
the
drips
of
water
·from
the
scholars from Buckfield IIill going down
can be seen
there.
Miss M. Abbott is keeping.
She gutters and eaves, Fardy
looking
dreamily
at the aldermanic
is a good teacher and the scholars like her
trout and thinking
of the good fishing
first rate.
•
days to c0me.
Some of our boys are still gumming,but
the snow shoeing is hard.
Ba.rge.inin Music,
Hay is rather scarce here, but there is
This Favorite Album ofS01:gs :11ulhallads, conthirty-two piel;c:.; of _chokeand popul:Lrmusome to sell and is worth from ten to fif- b!ining
sic, full sheet music sv:;c,with complete words and
teen dollars per ton.
A.

•;~:w:~i~~~

~:~~ =~J~\~ar:~ ~i~et~=a~~~~n~1'
~~1

"Any person who makes a business of
for keeping a ferry contrary to the pro\'isions
for of sectio11s one and two, or without such
at.thority
transports
any passengers
or
the past two years.
property across any river in this State
The salaries of a number of the State within two miles of a licensed or establishand County officers have been increased. ed ferry or toll bridge, or furnishes a bo,u
The death penalty for murder in the or other craft for that purpose, shall forfeit four dollars for each day such boat is
first degree has been abolished.
run, or for each time of transportation,
Convict labor has been so restricted as except for his own personal use or necesnot to conflict seriously with free labor of sity, whether he receives any compensation for such transportation
or not, to be
the State.
recovered by complaint 01· indictment. and
Aro-hour law ,ms em1cted which applies is also liable to the party injured and keepto women and minors.
ing the ferry o_r toll bridge as aforesaid, 111
damages sustarned by them. to be recoYerChild labor is forbidden.
ed
in an action on the case."
A law was passed providing for fort-

nightly payments of wages by corporations
to employees.
A bureau of industrial and labor statistics has been established.
An Arbor Day has been established.
Imprisonment
for debt is abolished, except in cases of fraud.
Milk must be sold by wine measur<!.
A Jaw was passed to compel children between the ages of 8 and rs years to attend
public school for at least r6 weeks annually.
Cities arid towns are required to elect
truant officers annually.

OUR NEIGHBORS.

Have you a cough?
Sleepless nights
need no longer trouble you. Ayer's Cherrv Pectoral will stop the cough, allay the
•
inflammation, and induce repose.
It will.
moreover, heal the pulmonary orgaias and
g 1 you health
--:-·A pens10n has been granted
P Beattie, Rumford Centre.

to Albion

Advertise!

If
If
If
U

vou
,·ou
)·ou
vou
lf ~'ou
1f ~011

want
'A'Hllt
want
want
want
want

to sell,
to buv,
to tnide,
t<> thrive,
to get rich,
to hire a girl,
If _;-011 want to sell a ~ow,
If you want to buy a cow,
[f vou want to sell a farm,
If }'OU want to hire a man,
If vou want to buv a farm,
If ,·ou want to seli a horse,
If ,·ou want to do business,
If vou want to buv a horse,
1f \'011 want to hi1:e a house,
ff you want to let a pasture,
If you want to rent a house,
If vou want to sell a wagon,
Else to Do; The Dear Old Songs of Home: ....
\!other, If you want to buy a w~i"gon,
\V.:1tchth<::Little feet; Oh, You Prcttv Bluc-cved If you want to take boarders,
1
If vuu want to hire pasturing,
V:l~~!CE~t)~~~is~t~tr\.?;t:lt~~-~~I,~c
}~~:~~IT
]\<leWhy, H.nbin; Tlic Old Garden Gate; Down Re [f you want to increa~e
profits,
l0w the \V:-i.\'ingLinde11s; .F:Hlcd l.(::tvcs; All
Amn~1gthe Summer Roses; Touch the Hai"p(;.ent- If you want Lo increase
business,
If you want to buy a yoke of oxen,
:i1~tff
If you want to sell a yoke of oxen,
1 1
1
fc~:~i~
l1~ t~~ i~-~~:f;c~:i;~l;t~)/;?
I\t~\~~?G;t~
J~~1~j
1
1
1
}~:~~-~:~~;
~n~(~~~h~~y~~!1
!-~~~?~:\~~~:l;,nd'j~;}t~
ten up in very handsome style. rublishccl in the
u<-nalwav and bought at :l muSH.:store, the:--c,F
pieces wi,ul<lcost you $11.20.
""c bought a jl)b lot
1
~~;l~i<~S~
:~i!cd;~~~~-f~i'11i;~·rt~c
:\~~~ ~~:~~~ h~:i:1~tJ/ Tt will cost you but a small sum to
\Vill St~ndvou the enti:-ecollection well wrapt and
of folks.
p0stp:tiLlfOronlv 40 C'ts. Send imuzediat,!y.
Ad- teli your wants to thousands
dress, THE El\fPIRE XEVVS CO., Svracusc, N. Ask· for our prices.
Y.
~
_______
13i5

fo1i91~1ii~W;~J!.~1:~f
i:}:t~if
2i~;j~;1X~1
1":\~~

~~.~f1
1~~~e ~~~~~,~~::?f~,tii::~\
b11~H:
f;:e~l

t

ADVERTISE

In the CantonTelephone.
Notice.

The ice left St. Croix River March 19,
and the river is open to navigation up to
Peru, Feb. 2S, 18S7.
Union Wharf.
From there to the head of To IIolli.:;Turner, Esq .. of Peru, a Justice of the
Peace for the county of Oxford and State of Maine:
navigation the ice is breaking up and '!'ill
\Yht:rcas; the organization incorporated and
probably leave by Mar. 20. ~avigat10n
known a'Sthe "Pew ow,11..::rs
of the Methodist 1\-Ieet·
opened upon the same date last spring.
ing House in Peru," has not during the past three
years
more, held its annual meeting, and whereA Frenchman
named Green dro,·e a as theor
Statutes for the State of Maine, chapter ll,
~ectirm3t, prescribe the method to be pursued in
i~~~;;~rs~~:erh~i~~d!~:\1
such cases;
1:~ti~n~·tt·~
Therefore, we the undersigned, pew holders and
man mortally hurt.
proprietors in said house, do hereby respecttully
Recorder of Deeds Trotter is ill with ask and petition, that you issue your warrant as by
such
St:itutes made a.nd provided, to some one of
pneumonia at Washington.
sai,1 petitioners, for a meeting to he held on the 2d
day of April next, at 2 o'clock P. l\L at said house,
fo?"the following purposes, to wit:
AnotherArt Cra.ze.
First.-To choos~a moderator to preside at saiJ
The latest art work among ladies is ]mown as the meeting; also a Clerk and Treasurer.
Second.-To fiil any vacancies that have occurred
"French Craze," for decorating china, glassware,
etc. It is: something entirdy 11ew, and is both pro hv death or otherwise in the board of trustees of
fitable and fascinating. It is very popular in New sit.idhouse.
Thii·d.-To
sec what action, ifany,said pew holdYork, Boston and other Eastern cities. To ladie~
:lcsiring to learn the Art, we will send an rlcgant ers will take to remodel and improve said house inchina 1>lacque(size 18inches,) handsomelydecorat- ~ide.
ed, for a model, together with ·box of material, 100 Fourth.-To instruct said board of trustees how·
1
colored designs assorted in flowers, animals, sol
they
diers, land-scapes, etc., complete, with fnll instrnc ant/ffh~~{~ ;::~;ht;t rt::-~l~~l~os,ei~~cno~~1y,
tions, upon receipt of only $1.oo. The plaque alone will commit to said board of trustees, or a Commitis worth more than the amount charged. To every tee in charge of said honse.
Sixth.-To see what action they will take to cal I
10
~fdlv~rit~1r~;~!~i~s°':~~~;~~t~deni~1
~:t t1~:tt:r~:-e:~ future meeting-s.
Yours Respectfolly, WM. H. ,VAKLER,
whom we can mail our new catalogue of Art Goods,
M. HALL,
we will enclose extra and without charg-e,a beauti'\VM. H. BENT.
ful ]O inch, gold-tinted placque. Address, THE
EMPIRE NEWS CO., Syracuse, N._Y. 13t5
c~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~d, ss.
The business houses and streets of San- To ,vm. I-I. Bent of Peru, (one of the petitioners).
ford were brilliantly illuminated
for the
Pursuant to the forc~oing application, you are
first time on Mar. 19with the electric light. hereby directed to notifv and ,varn the pew owners
of the meeting-house mentioned in the foregoing
The Edison system is used.
application, to meet at s:iid meeting house on the
day of April, A. D. J88j, at 2 o'clock in the afterThe grand jury for the March term of 2d
noon, for the purposes mentioned in saic.lapplicathe Supreme Judicial Court at Skowhegan,
tion, by posting a certified copy of th~s application
have reported nine indictments,
seven of and warrant three weeks before the time of meetwhich were for violations of the prohibi- ing, on the bill board in the portico, nen.r the outer
door of said house, to wit: on or before the 5th d.iy
tory law.
of March inst., ~nd in one other public place in said
-------~~~,~~,o~)\~r-i~-bw~z~~i:11
s~~l,)Yt~~;:i~v~~t~e
bJf~1;:
the time of said meeting;; and by publishing said
copy of application and warrant three weeks successively, to wit: March the wth, 17th,24th and
Wbeu B3.by was sick, we gave her CMtoria,
31st inst., in "The Canton TELEPHONE/'
a newspaper printed at Canton, in said county; all of sai<l
Whon she w:,,s a. Child, she cried for ( ·astoria,
notices to be published before the day of said meet,v-hen she hcca.mo Miss, sfie clnng to Uastori.t,
ing-.
Whon sho had Children, ehe ga.vothem Uast-Oria,
t;~r~:e;s~1xa;1~1~:~~h~~!
;,~ I~:;.u, in said
llOLLIS
TURNER,
Justice of the Peace.
Peru, 1\farch2d, 1887.
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy
of the original application and warrant.
Attest,
vVM.H. BENT,
One of the above applicants.

!

co~!~;:~

TOCONSUMPTIVES.

The undersigned having been restored ',,,.
to health by simple means, after suffering
for several years with a severe lung affection, and that dread disease Con3umption,
is anxious to make known to his fellow
Now is the time to buy
sufferers the means of cure. To those who
desire it, he will cheerfully send (free of
charge) a copy of the prescription
used,
which they will find a sure cure for Con•
sumption,Asthma,Ce.ta.rrh,
Bronchitisand
Good Buckets from 13 to 18 cts.
all throat and lung Ma.le.dies.He hopes
all sufferers will try his Remedy, as it is
invaluable.
Those desiring the prescripAll kinds of Tin Job Work done
tion, which will cost them nothing, and
may prove a blessing, will please address, neatly and promptly.
REV. EDWARD A. WILSON, \Villiamsburg,
King's County, New York.
ry52

CHEAp

the Point will attend ar.d bring their wives.
\Ve sincerely hope that one will be started
the coming season.
The matter of building a new school
house will be brought up next Saturday,
also, changing the location to the center
of the district, which will brmg it into this
place.
Those persons who heard for the first
A gentleman
having been cured of
time through the Journal's Mexico correSemiual WPakness,
spondent that they were not •in favor o:,f Nervous Prostration,
PrPmature
Decay. and all the evil eftects
the railroad coming from Bryanfs
Pond, of early indiscretion
and youthfnl folly.
had to smile, but those
"immediately
is anxions to makP. known to others the
above" smiled the more. ,v e can see simple mode of
'J'o those
who wish and
, will give
where the shoe pinches with him.
him their symptoms, he will send (freP)
Goods continue to arrive at the back by rPturn mail a copy of the recipe so
door as usual.
X.
SllCCPSRfully used in his case.
Address in confidence.
JA)H;s
W.
Weld.
PINKNEY, 42 Cedar St., N. Y.
ly52
Vernie Masterman, youngest son of Mr.
Chester
Masterman,
of Framingham,
Mass., formerly of,Veld, met with a fatal
I wish to thank the citizens of Canton
accident while sliding.
He was on his
way to school with others, who as his and vicinity for the very liberal patronage
bestowed upon me in the past, and inform
father's milk team which was driven by a them that I shall be in Canton within a
hired hand was pa;,sing,jumped
on to ride few days and re-open my picture saloon,
but he took his hand-sled.
As the boys and shall be glad to accommodate all who
alighted at the school house the empty are. in want of work.
W. lVI. HA YDE~.
sled was noticed, and he was lying unconscious by the roadside.
It is not known
by his parents that the collision was seen
Pure blood Wyandotte Chicken~.
One
by any one. He lived eight hours.
The Cockrell, seven pullets. Eggs selected with
great
care
from
Ingleside
Poultry
Yards,
remains were brought to Weld for interment.
Funeral services were held in Un- Manton, R. I. Also one foll-blood Plymouth Rock cockrell, light-batched
last
ion church, Sunday afternoon.
G.
May. Address
Mrs. M. C. WHLTE,
1t12
Dixfield, Maine.
Frank C. Swan, apothecary,
Ha,·erhill,
Mass., says: "\VISTAR's BALSAMOF WrLD
CHERRY sells better than any other cough
remedy.
I can recommend it. I have used
it and sold it for 30 years.

Nervous Debility.

SELF
CURE

W. H. CONANT,

Holt's Block,

Canton.

Ove1·seer Wanted.
A good, active. reliable man and woman
wanted to take charge of and carry on the
towu farm in Peru, for the year commencing April 6, 188i. Proposals will be rf'ceived by either of the Selectmcu
until
April 1, 1887.
DANA w. GODING, } Selectmen
,JAMES W. GOWELL,
of
'l'. 11. -BURGESS.
Peru.
Peru. Mar. 12, 1887.
3tll

Se &f/C#JS~
HAYDEN,
PHOTOGRAPHER.
Boot & Shoe Maker.

For

Sale.

Over P. Hodge's hla<:hmith
shop. All
1
~~t~l~1~!, i-~~r¥\f~m~st}~~~r~:~:ti~~1f
finest French.
Orders solicited.
3-37

~~

LOANS

On Pro:.nis.so
y Notes.
ViA.NTED-~otef- of well rated business men
fo1· one month to twelve months. Amounts, $1,000
tn $1,000,000.
Strictly confidential and safe. Bondi
given, st:ttlements macle. Correspondents wanted•
611136

G. ,,·. FOSTER,

Banker,

40 Broadway, New York.

To ,.rhe Public.
The undersigned
wishes to give notice
that Geo. B. Staples is buying wood tor
fuel and poplar wood on his own account
and has been since last fall, and not as
agent fci;i:1~I~ots;~1;;i~By ADN~ T. DENrsox, Pres.

~IG.CCO.
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